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advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents
tor eaeh three mouths’ delay, and if not paid lor at
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for
each
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rates
SARNIA,
above
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!

Only $20

Traveling Agent.
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Saturday Morning, October 10, 1803.
The late Kaval Operations in Japan—Brilliant engagement ot l'. S. Steamer Wyoming—Death ot a Portland Soldier.

****••
The American merchant steamer Pembroke
left this port on the 21st of Jiiuc farShanghao,
via the "Inland Sea.” This sea is the Sutvo
Nada of the maps, lying between tho islands
of Nipon atidSikok. The usual passage is to
enter by the Kino Channel, at the eastern extremity, aud to pass out through the Straits of
Simonoski aud Kiusiu, varying from half a
mile to a mile in width. The Pembroke reached the entrance of Simonoski Strait on the
25th aud anchored for the night. A Japan
bark, armed aud lull of men, passed her at
anchorage, and anchored between the Pembroke aud the entrance of the strait, a quarter of a mile distaut. As there was
nothing
in this proceeding especially out of the way,
the ollieers of the Pembroke took no alarm.
But about one o’clock tho following
morning,
the night being so dark that tho position of
tho vessels could only be distinctly seen by
the lightning flashes of au approaching storui,
the Japanese bark opened tire on the Pembroke, aud had tired but a few shots alien a
Japanese armed brig (lately purchased of an

English bouse at Yokohama) bore down on
the Pembroke, and tbsn passing within fortyyards of the little steamer, its erew raised
hideous yells as they passed, came also to anchor near the bark, and likewise opened fire.
The Uriug was now rapid and continuous from

both vessels. The Pemberton had a small
armament, but her small crew were wholly occupied in getting up steam aud getting' the
vessel under way, which they fortunately did
before receiving any iujury, and made tlieir
escape through the darkness out of Bungo
channel, an unfrequented passage between the
islands of Sikok and Kiusiu.
The news of this wanton attack did not
1

I.

1.

..f

T

I.

communicated to the Amerlcau Minister
by the Japanese authorities. The following
day full particulars were received frern Slninghae. The Yedo Government at once disavowed the act. and said that the perpetrators
had neither its sauction or protection; the attacking vessel belonging to Mowori, I’rinco of
Chosin, or Nagato, whose principality lies on
the North side of Simonoski Strait, a powerful
chief, linked to the Miaco party, and so hostile
to the Tycoon and foreigners alike. It was
therefore determined that the United States
corvette Wyoming, Captain McDougal, then
fortunately in port, should proceed at once to
the scene of this attack iu ciuest of the assailing veasels. .The Wyoming, having to take
in coals, was not ready lor sea till the morning
of the 13th, when she departed.
*

*

•

Chicago

!

•

On the morning of the lath inst., the Wyoming, unconscious of the wann reception that
awaited her, had steamed cautiously into the
narrow straits, and soon caught
sight of the

frowning batteries, and lying under their protection, the vessels site had come in search of,
and in addition to these, the fine British
steamer Lancelleid, sold to Mowori a few
months ago.
Signal guns from the shore
gave the
alarm; then came the first
lire from a battery of three guns. Up went
the old bunting, and as it went up a second
battery joined in; then the Wyoming replied

with her broadside of four guns, and now all
the batteries commenced firing as she came
within the same easy range that the Medusa
had. Here the Captain of the Wyoming took
a bold course,which no doubt saved mauy lives
of his men and much damage to the ship.

DR. S.

Lake Huron to Mackinaw and Lake
Michigan Ports; touching at Milwaukee,
thence to Chicago, and return same route—

passage ofabout 40 hours. State Rooms
ami Mr-als included on Steamers.
From Portland, Yarmouth and Danville Junction to
Chicago, via Michigan Central or Michigan
Southern—all rail.$30,00
a

To Milwaukio via Detroit & Milvraukic R. R. .28,00

Ticket* sold good to return until Oct.
10.1803.
Two Through Trains leave Portland doily at 7.45
▲ H. and 1.25 p. m.
This Excursion affords facilities never before offered the Tourist, to visit Canada, Niagara Falls, Toronto, Port Sarnia, the Grand Lakes of Huron and
Michigan, the Great West!
American money taken at par at all the
principal Hotels at Niagara Falls, Toronto, Montreal and
Quebec: also on the Grand Trunk Railway for SleepCar
ing
Berths, and for meals, &c., at Refreshment

Saloons.
C?yTickots from Bangor and othor points, at reduced rate* to Tourist Ticket Holders.
THROUGH TICKETS, and other information,
apply to all the Grand Trunk Agents in Maine and
Now Brunswick—or to connecting Steamboat Offices,
And 90 Ext-Image street, Portland,

disposed of his entire interest in his
Office to Dr. S. C FERNALD, would cheerfully
reccominend him to his former patients and the public. Dr. Fbrbald, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth ou the4* Vulcanite Base,"
and all othor methods known to the profession.
tf
Borland, May 25,1863.

HAVING

SINttER’S

WOODMAN, TRITE & CO.,
AGENTS,
Nos. 94 and 90

•

TO

A l'E of the

25th Maine Rcgimont, having been
IJ duly authorized
to recruit
Company for the
a

Veteran Regiment to bo commandod by

Fessenden,

earnestly

calls upon his old “companions in arms",
others of the late existing Maine Regiments, to
Juiu him in again meeting the onomy of tho old Flag.
and

cmwung irom 1 orti&nd. To
those enlistingelsewhere in the HUtc a
Bounty of
$502 in addition to the Bouutics the towns may
offer.
10 muse

For further particulars fee rosters.
FRANK L. JONES,

Recruiting Officer.
cyOFFICE NO. 1 FOX BLOCK, 1st flight, up
of
the
stairs—sign
Flag.
aug28

Attention, Veterans!
$602

to

those

Enlisting

irom

Portland!

$502 to thofte enlifttiug elsewhere in tie
State, in addition to the Bounties
the Towns may offer*
Bounties will bo paid to those enlisting
in Col. F. Fessenden's Regiment of
TI1E
above

VETERAN VOLUNTEERS!
Till September 25, when the Government Bounty
ceases to be paid.
Now is the time. Their iutorest, their
patriotism,
and their valuable experience call upon the Veteran
and Discharged Soldiers to enlist.
Terra ol enlistment, 3 years or the war.
Enquire
of Capt.
Sawyer. Raymond; Capt. Randall, FreeCapt. Whitman, Turner; Capt. Chase. Portport;
land ; Capt. l’rince,Cortland; Capt. Jones, Portland;
or auy ot the Lieutenants.
If you volunteer freely
now you can eud the war in six months.
aug25

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
SlOO Bounty money, Back Pay,

the usual chaunel he took his vessel
And PennionB.
so close into the Northern shore that the batteries lost their rauge and fired over; at the
undersigned Is prepared to obtain from tha
United States
SlOO Bounty Money,
same tiino this brought him between the
Jap- Back Pay. Ac., forGovernment,
heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
anese steamer and the shore, and rendered
n the U. S.service.
useless the most of her guns, which had been
trained to the side toward the open channel.
Invalid
The bark gave the Wyoming its broadside
Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
of 32 pounder as she closely passed, the brig
disabled by Sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.
followed suit at less than r>0 yards rauge, and
the Wyoming returned her heavy compliments
Pensions
to both, the Wyoming next passed the LanceProcured for widows or children of Officers and Solfield within 30 yards and gave the latter her
diers
who
have
died, while in the service ol the Unit321 pounder, to which the Lancelleid made
ed States.
feeble reply with two small guns she had left
Prize Money, Pensons Bounty and Back
Pay colon that side.
The
Seamen and their heirs.
having now lected for
Fees, for oach Pension obtained,Fivo
lars.
the batteries turned about, which
Ail Claims against the Government will eceive
rought her 10 inch gun to bear on the Lance- prompt attention.
field, which was uow steaming out of action.
Post Office address
One well directed 10 Inch shell struck the
SETH E. BE EDI
Lancelleid amidships, and the explosion that
followed accompanied with volumes ofsteam
Augusta, Me.
V vuivt hw.j oiaiv uuuai,;
and smoke, that told tbot the work was done
fnr hnr
Tin* Wvnmimr
run
I
REFERENCES:
of this terrible lire, to which she replied as
Hon.Lot M. Morrill,
Hon.Joseph It. Hall,
her guns would permit, but those ten inch
U. 8. Senate,
Soc’vofState
shells made their mark, now bursting in the
Hon.JsmesG. Blaine,
Hon.Nathan r>ano,
sep&M&wldtf
StateTrcunrer
batteries, and now exploding among the bouses in the town, until one more turn in shore
seperated the combatants in this unequal
YOUNG
strife. The Hancefleld was destroyed, the brig
was left sinking, and what damage more had
Room, Mechanics' HalL
been done to the town was best known to the
The Fall Session of this School will open on
The
Japanese.
Wyoming's causualties were
Monday, Sept. 21st.
four killed and seven wounded—one has since
Itrgular Course of study embraces the higher
died. She received 11 shots or shells in her
hranches aud the Latin and French
English
hull which di^ trifliug damage. A fragment
Languages and Literatures. Instruction given in
of shell had crushed Lieut- Barton's sword-hilt,
othe languages when desired, and in case of decided

Leaving

THE

Pensions,

Wyoming

Kassed

M

LADIES’ SEMINARY,

Library

THE

preference, German may take the place of the Latin
doing him no personal injury. Capt. McDou- of
the Course.
cal speaks in the warmest terms of his men
In the Preparatory Department Misses are fitted
and otlicers.
for the Hegular Course.
The rooms occupied are spacious and elegant and
Oue of tho four killed was Mr. A. \V. Furfurnished i^ith every convenience for exercise and
long of this city. He was actiug corporal at recreation.
A Native French teacher will be employed and
the time and was killed instantly by a cannon
other masters as tho school may require.
Ponce ling is one of the common exercises of the
ball. The following is an extract from a letter !
school, but
Tainting, Ac are optional.—
from Mr. Furlong to his mother and sister, ; Pupils fromCrayoning,
out of town can be furnished with pleasant boarding nit.ee* upon application to the Princiwritten on the very day he sailed for the sccue
pals, and win be subject to tlieir special care.
of the fatal engagement.
Terms for session of twenty weeks
Primary
Classes
98.00; Intermediate Classes 9 12.00: Advanced
***** ‘'Mother, Could I but see
Classes, £15.00. To be paid at the middle of the
you now bow glad I should he. But alas! it
sessiou.
cannot be; we must wait a little
For circulars with particulars, apply to tho Missel
longer and SY3IONDS,
or to Mr.
think of the time when wc shall meet
Principals, 18 Brown
again. II. PACK A RD, Exchange street. street,
I trust the time is not far distant when we
1863.
Portland, Aug. 17,
5wcod
shall enjoy the blessed privilege. Wc have
received our orders to go home from the Secretary of the Navy, but we are waiting for the
PROF,
Japanese and Knglish Governments to settle Permanent Classes and Private Lessons in
a question of some importance, and then in
Frenoh—Season 1863-4.
compliance with our orders, we will proceed
to give notico that his French Classes will
home. May that all-seeing eye that watches
be resumed ou Monday,
Scj)t. 14th—No. 349
over us at all times, watch over us on our
Congress Street. Persons preferring a Parisian
Pronunciation, know that ho is the onlv French
dangerous voyage.
Teacher iu Portland, native from i'sris. The Prof
I often think, as sailing around the world
is rsquested to proclaim publicly this fact. Hit
from country to country and from port to
official paper. prove it. Prof. F. 8. will continue to
port, that it is the same with man; sometimes
Lectures, Headings, Soirees, etc., etc., which ho
rat established himself in Portland.
Sivc
we have rough weather aud sometimes
smooth;
"•
P,of. F. 8. was born in Paris,rurdet'Arbre
and so it is we must take the rough with the
see. (lJry Treo
Street.) His birth has been rovishow
smooth.—O,
1 long to be home and sec
luo itmiriedel Petit.-Peret:
{Mayor's Office
of -e
those dear faces again I left behind me.
tho Little Fathers.)
His family resided then
Place de l Hotel dc I ille,
P. S. We expeetto set sail to-day for home.
Hail
(City
Square.)
lEnMS—l or classes of auy number of
Hurrah for home! Hurrah! we are homeward
pupils, 86.00
bound! “Home again, home again, from a
children.6.08
teachers, .....
g qq
A. W. FrnLoxo.
foreign shore!
WalkDeab Sistkb:—W hen I get to the I’nited
B</«vuce«-ncy. H Stebbins, Rev. G. Leon
or Rev. E C BoBes Rev Seo.
Rev.
Mr.
Bosworth,
States I shall go home on a short
Uev .I. >\ C bickering, C has \ lord Mr
furlough if fihaner.
K II.Elwell.S. Fitch, M. D.. Barnas Stirs
nothing happens. As long as my country
PrMi.dent of Brown University, etc., etc., etc.
needs me this is my home. If I fall in battle
sep21 dim*
I shall die in a glorious cause, if not, 1 shall
live only in the heart of my country. In batC apitalists *
tle I will not flinch, but will tight for my home
VOCR attention is invited to an examination of
and the land that gave me birth. I hope the
1 some of the most important and valuable inventime is not far distant when wc can converse
tions of the nineteenth century: important and valwithout pen and paper.”
uable, because they combine a great money and labor-saving principle. There never were those artiWith {lie letters from which we take those
cles bettor suited for parties in or out of business to
extracts came the melancholy intelligence of make money on than we now have the pleasure of
showing parties who like to make large amounts on
his death. The gentleman communicating the
small investments.
Curiosity •seekers tee do notirant,
but mon of business, who, with a few hundred dolpuddening news speaks in high terms of the
lars cash in hand, and who mean business, can make
from 96X) to 91000 on every £100 invested. Please
moral worth and faithfulness of Mr. Furlong,
cAll ana be satisfied of the above, at the INVENT*
and his promptness in the discharge of duty.
u“3' l-XCliANGE, 23 CONGRESS STREET.
Jl9 was tweuty years of age,
QCtO lW
—-

FERDINAND SUBIT.

FASHIONSI

151

of the most

A

comnlatp

vnrirtr of

BY

—

FAIRBANKS ft
IISMilkStbebt

corner of

approved fashions.

CARRIAGE

W

•

va.«

«*•

HATS

m

iTit

It/t.llfj

STREET,

Sept. 1, 1S63.

sep23 d6m

Banking

and

Exchange Street,

Stoolxs

cfc Bonds

OK ALL KINDS,
BOUGHT AND SOLD,

U. S. 5-20 BONDS,
In GOLD.

sale

Anderson's New

Coii 1 and Wood!
-AT THE-

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART Of THE CITY.
AT SHORT NOTICE.
and

T. R.
No. 85

by purchasing

their custom.

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL Sc McALLISTER.
distf

A

J. A. DAVIS A

Hoop Skirts

milE subscriber would respectfully announce to
X his funner patrons and the public generally, that
he has so far completed his New Stable, as to enable
him to open his

FOR EASTERN MARKETS.
220 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

84 South Water St., Chicago, 111.
d6m

CO.,

CHICAGO,
Forwarding and Commission
MERCHANTS.

•Judging by. and thankful for the former the liberal patronage to the institution—that the exercise is
somowhat
hope after the vacation,
•verv ono will avail tbemiolvos of this health-giving
and invigorating accomplishment.
N. II. Special attention is called to mv new Stable,
for the accommodation of boarders, finished with
Eddy's patent Crib and Stall.
ty-Owucrs of all saddle horses, boarding at this
establishment, will have the privilege of riding them
in the School freo from charge.

appreciated—we

Flour, Grain, Provision, Seed,

DEPOT AND

J. W. IU>BI\SO\, Prop'r.
Portland, Sept. 14,1868.
dim

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS. LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

F. M.

BABLEY

WANTED BY F. JONES.

MORRILL, Agent,
FOR 12 STREET,

*

CARSLEY,

CABINET MAKER
AND UPHOLSTERER,
No. 51 Union Street,
prepared

ISBING

in

a

the

To

Ladies.

STAMPING !
s.
THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
If-

Olapp’a 13’ock.Congress St.
just been added to Bryant, Stratton A
Co.’s Chain of Commercial Colleges, established in New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Albany,
Troy, Buffalo, Cleaveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Providence, and Toronto, C. W.
The object of these Colleges is to impart to Young
Men and Ladies thorough and practical instruction
in HOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LA IE.COM.
MERCIAL A Rl THM E TIC.SPENi 'EIII AN It VSI
NEss. PENMANSHIP. CORRESPONDENCE
PHONOGRAPHY, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Navigation, tfc., and to fit

HAS

them for any
of busiuess they may
choose.
issued in Portland will entitle
the student to complete his course in any College of
the chain, and vice versa,without additional
charge.
The College is open Dav and Evening.
R. M. WORTHINGTON, Resident Principal.
For further information please call at the
College,
or send for
catalogue and oircular, inclosing letter

department
Scholarships

itamp.

Address

BRYANT,STRATTON ft WORTHINGTON,
roRTLAKD, turn,
dfewly

m.

bTkeman

PATTERNS for Brading and Embroidery, in ail its varieties, by th* French method, at
her fashionable Dress-Making Room*,

-FOR

•

and
oc2 dim

name

number, if you waut work

J. L.

Gone

well.

WINSLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
AM ME! DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam Cooks, Valves, Pipes and Connections Whole,
sale or Retail.

STEAM AND

GAS

FITTING,

Done in the best manner.
WorkiO Onion St., and 333 &33SForeSt.

Jnltdtf

PORTLAND, ML.

New

Patterns!

BROADCLOTHS
largo assortment of Cloths for Men and Boys'
consisting of German Broadcloths, West of
England Broadcloths, American Broadcloths, Doeskins, Satinetts, Tweeds, Cassimeres, Waterproofs,
wear,

Apply

.1A9. R. LENT k CO

Grey, Blue, White, Striped, and Shirtin
FLANNELS,

CO.,

Me.

IN

m

ALL

THE

NEW

Special attention

PATTERNS

to

be devoted to tbo

W oolen Department \

.....

lOOO NEW CAlPER

PORTLAND.
OFFICE-117 Middle Street.
L.D M. SWEAT.

Having

NATFIAN

responsible Agent

a

in

To be Sold for vrhnt llie7 will bring*

('LEAVER

Washington,

will

procure Pensions, Bounty, Prize Money, and all
against the Government.
uiy2 dtf

claims

Also, a fall assortment
SHIR TIXGS, STRIPE SHIRTIXGS, DEXIMS. PLAIDS, CRASH, TABLE
LIXEX, TABLE COVERS, XAPE1X3,
WHITE LIXEX, LIXEX BOSOMS,
LIXEX ( A MBR ICS,

IN

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Balmoral Skirts, Watch

1IEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,
Commrrcinl Street,
Portlnuri. Mr.
j*23»r

Spring

Skirts,

TOGETllKU WITH ALL OTHER

HOUSEKEEPING

THE BEST!

too

numerous

to

GOODS,

mention.

Re-opened.
Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
THE
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and

Address Box 1677 I*. O.,

or

with all the latest improvements, are now
open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply bis former
customers and all who may give him a call, w ith
pictures of every description, executed in the be:t manner and at reasonable prices.
EST* Particular attention given to copying.
A. £>. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Portland, July 30,1863
dtf

THOMAS LUCAS
Would assure *11 buyer* of Dry Good* that thi* i.
OXl Y STORE IX PORTLAND where can he
found a compi.kik assoiitjikst of
the

Fashionable Dress Goods,

Revenue,

First Collection district of State of Maine,
SI SI Eai-Iisiiirc Strwt,

AT

Stamps.

mills Office having been made a depository of
X Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied at
the following rates:
Less than #50 at par.
#50 to #100, 3 percent, discount.
8100 to #1000, 4 per cent, discount.
#1000 and upwards. 6 per cent, discount.
NATH'L J. MILLEIL Coll o rtoi.
jyli dtf

HATCH &

CLIFFORD,

one month

IN

f

aud

buy

what

goods they

want for

rST"Ai this is a rare chance, all in want ol Dry
Goods should call early in order to secure tho

BEST BARGAINS!
ty Country Merchants

arc

particularly solicited

call examiue.

House and Land For Sale.
No. 179, corner of Cumberland and
Elm street*. Lot about 10 by 11)0 f*ot. Houm
be
examined
at any time. For particumay

MHou*.

lars call at 146 Middle street,

(np stairs) or M. L.
G. W. Wcodburx, or
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Portland. Sept. 16, 1863.
006 tf

b.clAif>ohd.|

PORTLAND. ME.

N. B. Highest
duce of all kiuds.

cash prices paid for Country Prooctl d3m

city.

DR. Peiu.ky enu be found at No. 31
St
office of the Examining Surgeon* for Pensioners.

Exchauge

octl d2w*

Heal Estate for Sale or to Heat.
The Farm
formerly owned by John
Monntfort. lying in South Gray,
containing 10b acres, 60 of It impair-

ed. tiie remainder wood and timber,
well fencedwith stone wall

Good

euough of them. Two hundred apple
good condition. For particulars enquire ot

beddings
tiCes in
ELIAS

and

MOL’NTFOHT. on the premise*.
Also. tho Hrick Huihliug in Portland, situated on
Fore and Chatham streets.
auglJ tfdRwg

FOR SALE
Westbrook, 6 miles from Portland,
T.VliveSsecarsppn,
minutes walk from the Village and Depot,

acres of good land, under high cultivation, with
buildings, consisting of a lj story houao, with eight
hushed rooms, stable atd wood-shed, nearly new,

4

tern in cellar, 50 fruit trees. Currants. Gooseberries,
Raspberries, Strawberries, Ac. Also one horse, nine
| years old. one wagon, one sleigh, and one good cow.
Will be sold for #2300.
App«y on the pr* mises, or to CHARTER L. PARTRIDGE, at tho rortlaud Company’s Works, Portland. Me.
sept36 dtf

Country Residence
The FARM

for Sale.

owned

by

the late

lion. R. K. Good enow, situated
within one hundred rods of the
County Buildings at Paris, Oxford

__

_’ County, Me., is

offered for tale at

a

great bargain.

The Farm contains ? 10 acres ot land, of excellent
quality, which produces present about 30 tons of
hay. and the amount may be largely increased.—
Fruit, wood and water aie abundant. The dwelling
house aud
are commodious and in good
repair. The location it pleasant aTUi healthy, offering a desirable country residence.
For particulars inquiry may be made on the premises of I)r. W. A Rl'ST. South Paris, or WILLIAM
GOODEKOW, Esq., Portland.
J*3codtf

out-buildings

MILL PROPERTY in MiniateeoomiSPLENDID
ty, Michigan, with first rate
power. 10 foot
with 3810
of
water

acres
tail,
good pine timber contiguous
to tho mill, upon aud adjaceut to Portage Lake. This
lake is four miles long, with an average breadth ot
one and one-half miles, and never failiug in its water. aud forms the mill poud. at the outlet of which
b. the mill. The mill is in perfect repair and nearly
new. and capable of cutting from are to six million* of lumber annually. Thore is a railroad track
875 tcM long from the mill to Lake Michigan. A
large l carding house 2« by 56 feet, a store aud dwelling hourv 22 by 45 feet, a good cottage dwelling,
workshop, blacksmith -hop and large barn. All the
buildings a.id improvements in perfect order. This
property beiOUgC to gentlemen who have retired
from bonnets and will sell the same at a low price
to
and on liberal terms. It presents au
any practical niau to improve his condition finank
to
JAMER
cial!*-, in a very
way. Apply
RPR1NGEK. Real Estate Agents, So. 13 Metropolitan Block, Chicago,111.; or WM. COFFIN. Batavia.
IB.
*ug2U3aw8w

opportunity

rapid

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union. St.,

No.

Is

prepared

to

famish

S TEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,
of vai-ior*

»“d

patMlM.

$t«M Pipe aiJ Piiturfs, Mill r-*n*S- Shifting,

Pillule.
»»d »«
MNlfetlajML
building
required

Liu ST HOURS WOES of »n

in

FoKTlJrtcATlOIS.

REMEMBER,

THE PLACE IS

IVo. 1^1 Iliddle Street.

Modleal Service, IT. S. Service.
[COPT OP ORDER ]
OrRGEOX TUGS. F. PER LEV. Volunteers, is asto
signed
duty in Portlani, Me., ami will render
medical service* to all *ick and wouuded officers and
soldiers of tho U. S. Volunteers who ma« be in the

or

kind- of work

No. 3 Lime Street,
“

69 Salem St.

For Sale.

summer

(all.

o

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Beaus, Apples, ic.

at

A FARM in Cape EHzabeth.aboat
41 mile* from Portland, containing
about 170 scree, with two
dwelling*
houaca, barn and out-building*.—
proportion of fenoca stone„---Large
wall. A part or the whole will ba aold.
I mi air* ot
CLEMEN T JORDAN, on the premises, near Booth
Congregational mecting-houro.
)y21 dTaw w4m*

Let all who want Dry Goods embrace this opporttl

nity,

M E K C II A NTS,
DEAL Ell*

goods

Will advance at least S5 per Cent.

PRODUCE COMMISSION
AND

LOW PRICES.

Mv entiro Btock of SUMMER GOODS must be and
shall be closed out to make room for Fall Goods.
Now is the time to get goods CHEAP, as in less than

Portland, July 17th, 1863.

Internal Revenue

apply

For Sale.

supplied

Officeof Collectorof Internal

LOT

lot
street.

S/IKE TIXGS,

ALBERT WEBB X CO.,
-DEALERS

the

~

CLEAVES,
»*

on

For Sale.
LOT corner of Bpruee and Brackett street*,
will be «old, if
applied for immediately. Said
is 60 feet on Brackett, and 90 feet on
Spmce

BALE BV-

SWEAT &

to-leuae

108 Middle Street.

B XJ1L D INO

Canvas,

Doth,

or

to

oct6 d4w

Woodbury,

and all kinds of

BOLTS Superior Bleached )
300 do All Long flax “Gov- I r.
w
eminent contract,” \ A‘m* " "f*8'
Arbroath.
800 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Kino
J
Delivered in Portland or Boston.
Bath, April20,1«<33.
ap22dtf

STAMPS

No. 13 Free Street,
directly opposite J. G. Tolford's Dry Good* Store.
Order* promptly attended to. Please remember the

Railroad, for sale

most favorable forms.

A

STREET,

JAMES T. PATTEN &

to do all kind* of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

jy Furniture Made, Repaired aud Varnished at
SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May 29.1863.
tf

LOTS

!

"Woolen Goods.

Book and Show Cases made to order.

BEOS

Perfect Beauties—All

MANUFACTORY,

Scotch

II A W

dly ■_

'63

15,000 Bushels
-OF-

A Son*

Chickering; C. H. Cummings A Co.; S. G. Bowdlcar
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; llallett, Davis A Co., of
Boston, Mas*. Cashier Elliot ltauk, Boston. J.N.
Bacon, Esq.. President Newton Bank, Newton. C.
B. Coffin ; Warren Ellis A Sons, New York City
7

For Sale or to Lease.
with a large water front, anitable for shlprarda or oilier
manufacturing buaineaa, within
one quarter of a mile of Portland line, and
adjoining
the Grand Ttunk

OVER 3000 NEW SHAWLS,

*epl"

generally.
Particular attention given to shipping bv quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST.,
p. o. Box 471.
Chicago, Illinois.

Jy9

Shawls! Shawls! Shawls!

(UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.)

Ac.

or

ISAIAH TICK BIT.

aeplTUtf_

THE

NEW H03P SKIRT & CORSET

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser for Eustern Account

Maynard

’S

.iif

Refer to
J. K. A E. B. Place, Cyras Dupeo A Co.. New
York; P. S. Shelton A ( o., A. B. llall A Co., Boston; Southard A Woodbury, Portland.

Rfranfucks—Messrs.

at

ittnrnevs mid rAuiiciiiinrc

JOHN nrrr.P

sept23 ly

For the Fall and Winter Campaign.

ot
or

Plaids, Satiu Stripes, Garibaldi
Checks, Poil de Cheveres, Travelling Mixtures, rich
French Poplins,Italian Lustres, Spring and Summer
Delaines, plain all-wool Delaines, in all the beautiful
shades and colors, TafTetlas, Goat’s llair Goods and
Camel’s Hair Lustres in all the new shades, plain
Alpaccas in all colors, French and English Ginghams, A meric m and English Prints, Thibet*, Lyoneses, and all other Dress Goods, too numerous to
recapitulate here.

For Sale.
nearly new, one and a half story tlonee.
plea-antlv located on Bill street. 7 well iniahed rooms, a good well of water: a wood
ahet attached. Th; lot
containing 7904 feet
land, r or particulars onquiro of the subscriber
§UD*°nD9r’
ALLENHXlNKS, Esq., of Portland

ocT dlw*

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

RIDING ROOMS,
Wednesday, September 16,

part, will be sold at a barJ C. MERRILL.

mA

Silk and Wool

Goods

and Corsets

317 CO\t-REM$

CO.,

T. M. TIRLAY &

Fancy

Ladies who have found any
difficulty in obtaining
either Corsets or Skirts to suit them, can now have
them matte to order r.t short notice
by experien cd
Hoop Skirt and Corset Makers, and can save the
time, trouble and expense they have hitherto had in
obtaining these articles iu Boston or New York.

purchase of

T. M. TURLAY.

New Styles of

DRESS GOODS,

Mado to order at tho shortest notice at

Commission Merchants.
For the

and

VERY CHEAP,
A JV D E R § O

Purchase for Eastern account

Riding Academy.

-LOCATED I

at

the

Choice Assortment of

Hosiery, Gloves

rnylo istf

sept22

The Public are invited to givo us a call, as we are
bound to give satisfaction to all who favor us with

20-4

(All

MILL

For Sale.
Machinery, consisting of on* Portable
Engine. 14 horsepower; one Parktmrst latent
12 fiiot Board Machine.
Shingle Machine Ctrtting.
Otr
or in
and

saws, Ac.,—all

I

ANDERSON’S

-ALSO, FOR SALE-

MOSES

Depot

Anderson's new hoop skirt depot!

JONES,

Exchange Street,(upstairs.)

the cost.

war-

All Kiuds of Hard and Soil Wood.

BEST QUALITY

Skirt

Hoop

STE^Vlvl

MILL

SOLD VERY LOW FOR CASH.

LADIES CAN SAVE MONEY

by

1ST1 These Bonds are the cheapest Government security in the market, aud pay the largest interest on

SAWYER ft WHITNEY.
mch20'68dly

Portland

$1*5

-AT-

AXDSnsOW’S
NEW HOOP SKIRT DEPOT!

mylhistf

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

*11*20

Silks ever brought into this State. I j
have the ENGLISH CROWS BLACK SILK, and
both plain and figured of all other celebrated Euro- i
pean make, all of which will be

a«sortmeut of

NEW HOOP SKIRT DEPOT !

Indonominationsof $50, *100, *500, and $1000, for

quality,

30 SPRING KID FIMSD TAPE SKIRTS AT

Exchange Office,

Up Stairs.

FOB SMITHS’ U8E.

The public are requested to cell.
wo ere deter
mined to gire goodbargains to thoee who pay cash.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J

FOB SALE.
handsome bay PONT, » yaars
old,
about 4t0 pounds
warranted
wound and kind in harness or
fV
auddlo—hft*
■“
no vice or tricks. and add for no
r
lhult—
Perfectly kind for children. Enquire of Kenneback
Master,
IVOR* LITTLEFIELD,
Depot
kennebunk, July 22,1*03.
Jy2| dtf
A

weighs

Largest and Best

Anderson’s Xew Hoop Skirt Depot!

T. PL. JONES

Coals are strictly of the best quality, an
warranted to give satisfaction.

Hard and Soft Wood.

For Sale or to Let.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half milea from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elisabeth fbr a wa-tering place, and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
U1 Winter Street. Portland.
»P7 dtf

-BUCH AB-

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST (at 6 per
cent, per annum, semi-annually,) payable

THESE

til©

mm

COAL

Our Coal it of the rery BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

COMBINATION CORSETS,

EDWARD M. RAND.

No. 65

Pare and Free Banting.

CUMBERLAND

IT©

__„
-'—r- —»

mm

JOHX RAND.

& WOO

SPRING MOUNTAIN I.EHIGB,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S,
THE GENUINE LOBBER T

RETURNS

Such as plain and brocaded Black Silks; blue and
brown Silks; also all the desirable colors to ba
fonnd. Let ©very Lady in want of a GOOD SILK
bear in mind that this Is the

AT Sl.OO I>ER PAIR,

ROBES

mm

MIDDLE

133

Cutting.

CHEAP FOR CASH,
DELIVERED to any part OK THE CITY

QUICK

FOREIGN DRESS GOODS,

ISew Hoop Skirt Depot !

Counsellors & Attornies at Law,

SHERRTj

A good stock of Wigs. Half-Wigs, Bands, Braids,
Curls, Fiizetts, Pads, Bolls, Crimping Boards, Ac.,
Ac., constantly on hand.
je22’63 dly

AND

ANDB R&> ODJT’S

PERRY, No. 151 Middle Street,

No. 13 Market Square, Portland, (up stairs.)
ty Separate room for Ladies’ and Children's Hair

COAL

SMALL PROFITS

E80R n term of years, the vacant Lot of Land on
Fore street, above India street,
■
recently oeenpied by B. t. Noble A Co., as a Lumber Tara
Apply to
LEWIS PIERCE,
O301'
*4 Middle Street.

only motto appreciated by Buyers of Dry Goods—
the days of large profits having gone by.

rOKTLAND.

IVIaker,

TO LET.

Ibr the millions !

THE STOCK CONSISTS OF RICH

great

a

offered in this market.

~

Hair Cutter and Wig

JAMKRK. fekkald.

-AT-

BROWN,

BatterymarchStreet
Boston.

As

Hoop Skirt Depot!

House,

*F38tl_87 Middle Street.

SUMMER GOODS
Cheap

Dwelling

J?

corner
Qniney street.
haitl IIonto contain* fourteen
finished
rooms; is warmed by furnace;
plenty of hard and
•oft water; au abundance of closet
room.
e
Enquire
q

^UIL

KISD9 Or-

-AT-

Just opened tho best assortment of

tf

JOHN F.

Cape,

variety of
FRENCH SOFT

S‘orF
Eft
vIn,£.Trhree
Fongrest street,
Hiiil

corsets

N. B. Hats fitted by the Paris Conformateur.
scptll dtf

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

and

and constantly receiving,

hand

ever

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

-A5T> ALL

Fresh Assortment of

A

For Sale.

Bcrages, Berage Double Robes,
Parasols, Muslins,

Fresh Assortment of Latest Styles in

Anderson' New

App>yoat^B^H

Bouse for Sale.
No 38Cheatnntstreet: lot abont

Silk and Lace Mantillas,

—AT—

A

<fr the latost patterns.

SCALES!

‘"Sdif00*1 ,iou,e^

large a??ortment of

a

Hate

Forsale.ln every variety ,aa
Coal and Rniiroad Scale*t
BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’. CON
FECTIONERS’and GOLD

Bays,

WHAT THEY WILL BRING!

AN ENTIRE NEW STOCK

GENTLEMEN'S DRESS HATS,

Hay,

CSAMBER8in
J*n2tf_

-»0*-

Street, HOOP SKIRTS

Ylidclle

on

the second
story, over Store M
Middlestroet-MItehall’s Building.Powmloi
fltren immediately. Inquire of
A. T. DOLE.

To Cg0to

manufacture.

PERRY,

Also

Lchm.J

goods,

Die Uiext Thirty

Anderson’s
NEW HOOP SKIRT DEPOT!

Clofli

Boldin Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE

Regiment.

FALL

Together with

Thc.eoelebratedSe.le.are.tillm.de bythe original inventor., (akd oult bt them.) And .re constantly receiving all the improvement, which their
long experience and .kill can .ugge.tThey are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
of the best materials, and arc perfectly accuraleand
durable in operation.

Sale of

WILL BE BOLD OFF FOR

WHICH

returning thanks to the ladies or Portland and vicinity for the liberal patronage bestowed upon him
danug tho past two years, and intends in his new
Hoop skirt and Corset Depotto merit acoiitimtanco
or their favors by
keeping, as heretofore, tho best
assortment of Hoop Skirts and Corsets ia
Portland,
and selling them at the smallest
advance on the cost
of

EmU^s,

Office to Let.
N
floor. Middle Street, centrally situated
O second
*"T °f •**•" APP'/
So. 72
eet

dCw

Has received the latest New York Styes of

Standard

oc25

Col. F. Fessenden’s

-AT-

FAIRBANKS9

A BOUNTY OF $002
in w iMtiu

Goods

Closing-out

OCEAN INSURANCE CO
dtl
Mo.27

Sept.16.1862.

particular attention to

your

dry

MECHANICS' HALL.)

-AT-

SCALES.

Capt. FRANK L. JONES,

Clothing or Furnishing

MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.,
Ur Stairs.

317 CONGRESS STREET
(UNDER

Portland,

SPRING AND SUMMER

syfieorge Anderson takes this opporlnnitv ot

20 HOUSES, at prices from SlOOOto S5000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from *200to *3000.
2.000,000 feet of FLATS.
1,000,000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.
nov27dtf

His Great

REMOVED

And would invito tbo attention of ail in want of

GREAT CHANCE FOB BARGAINS BEFOBE THE BISEI

w

Veteran Soldiers of Maine!

Boy’s Garments,

Sept. 21

INVESTMENTS !

Respectfully calls

-POl-

onhand.

Estate,

No. 13S Middle Street

MANUFACTORY

GOODS

PRICES !

IR,eal

Depot

-AND-

To Let

THOMAS LUCAS,

Is this day

achlStf

THE

Col. Francis

Middle Street.

•

Needle.andTrimmingsalnay,

-OF-

Gentlemens’ and

SEWING MACHINES I

Eastern Agent, Bangor.
to octlO d&

ELEGANT STOCK

Dr. J. U. IIEALD

FOK HALE & TO l,ET

mohTldtf_OverMCommerciafs^t.

Skirt and Corset

Hoop

an

GOODS.

ANDERSON'S

STISEET,

Has just opened

tf

DRY

®*un»‘n* Boom to Let.
SPECIAL NOTICE. THE LATEST NEWS!
CMsas?* sr ip,,i^,oommercui **•

TAILOR,

8T HUDDLE

Portland, May 25,1863.

Win, FLOWERS,
septa

Street.

WHOLE NO 403

MISCELLANEOUS.

FERiVALD,

References.Drs. Bacon and Breslik.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director, Montreal.
S. SHACKELL, General Eastern Agont, Boston.

Baugor, July 29, I860.

JAJIE8 E.

OCTOBER 10, 18G3.

CARDS.

MERCHANT

DEJXT1ST,
Middl

MORNING,

^BUSINESS

FERNALD,

C.

No. 175

Through

I.

wu

*

to

Trunk Railway, and
STEAMERS OF FIRST CLASS,

vance

man). L'an.xvnma .ill Ikn

SATURDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

PORTLAND DAILY

f. Tracy,

._

THOMAS LUCAS’

Iron Stair* na4 other Architectural Work.
Houses. Store*, and other buildings, fitted with
Gas and Steam in the best manner.
In connection with the above Is an Iron Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists. Millwrights,and Ship-Buildcn> is invited—aud oil kiuds of Castings famished
at short notice.
UF"Order* for Machine Jobbing, rtttenii tnd
ocl
Forgings, promptly executed.

NEW YORK STORE,

Portland-iVlfune
Iy36 dill*

l>llow Corn.

pRIHE
)ylt

Yellow Corn, for

p°

VARNt'M

CoumeroiilitrMt, hMd Wi«U«rj’*

Wharf

THE DAILY PKESS.
PORTLAND

MAINB

■htorday Morning, October 10,1R03.
—-—

The circulation of Use Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily in the city.
YaaMS,—$6.00 a year if paid within three months
from the date of subscription, or 97.00 at the endqf
the year.
Gen. McCternnnd on the M ar.

General Berry.—This gallant, modest,
unpretending, whole hearted soldier, like
Howard (not Steward, as you made mo say
last week) is in a fair way of being worthily
commemorated. The statuette of Simmons,
which is about twenty-live inches in height,
instead of being about eighteen—or just onethird of thejactual measurement of the grandlooking original, who measured uearly six
feet, two inches, is now completed, and the artist has begun casting for the first time and
without help. This indeed is the true spirit,
and will be sure to carry a man through. It
was what sent Berry to the field, together with
Chamberlain, Howard, Ayres and a half hun-

Gen. John A. MeClernand of Illinois, the
former right hand supporter of Mr. Douglas in
that State,—a man who, rising above party,
left his seat in Congress to accept the chances
of war in defending his country’s flag—recently addressed a large meeting of the War Democracy at Milwaukie, and the following extracts are from a condensed report of his

to be

speech:

two^inches high,

whOMi business it itt to mako
Demagogue,the cry of pArty—
polities, n*re arisen, And raised
thAt the war is being turned into a crusade against
•lnverj—that by aupporting the government you undemocratise vnurse!vca. Who lays so? Some Apostats who has stolen into our ranks. Whatever may
eorae, life or death, it is the duty of every man to
aland by the aoverrtnent—whatever may ticcome of
Let Democrats beware,
save tne country.
ter as you denounced the enemies of the government
so
of the country in the
will
the
lover,
In time# past,
fkture denounce you. and all posterity will cume
it
are
you
wanting or falter in
yoa to all eternity,
this hour of vour country'* peril. Conte out, then,
men

parties,

Democrat*, for your country.

In regard to the cry of peace raised by the
copperheads, he says:
Make peace with the South! Who says so? The
man who aays so it a traitor, or not iu sympathy with
from the balthe loyal North. The South
lot-box to the sword, and note let the sword deride.
Peace men had a good deal to say about the constitutional rights of the South, and fell iuto a lit when
alavery was mentioned and cried, "don’t touch the
Digger." But when the South 1* found using the
oegro to overthrow the CJovernment that ha, pro•erred it, democracy says, sweep away the negro.

appealed

Resistance to the draft he denounced in the
strongest terms, saying that the man who resists the draft is as much a traitor as Jeff. Davis, and as much deserves to be hanged. Dif•cnalons at the North are now the only hope
of the South. Peace men are playing into the
bands of the rebels. The General closed in a
strong and eloquent appeal to all to stand by
the government to the end.

The General was frequently interrupted by
the most enthusiastic applause, and once, when
clenching his fists and raising them above his
head, he exclaimed, “War, War, unending
WAR, until rebellion is destroyed,” the audience were perfectly wild witli excitement, and
cheers loud and long filled the haiL
Rooto Agents.
We hare been furnished by one of thc'routc
agents on one of the railroads leading (roin
this city, with the following facts substantially,
which give us some idea of the labors of the
men who have our mail matter in charge, aud
the care that must be exercised to avoid
mistakes aud delays.
There are received ou the Eastern Mail
route, at Boston, each morning, between forty
and fifty mail bags and newspaper sacks, (on
Fridays about 00) averaging in weight, some
over a ton.
The route agent receives, opens,
distributes and delivers on the route, mails
for thirty-one different places. In addition to
this, makes up mails for the Boston A Maine
R|R., aud receives and distribute all mail matter collected by the agents on that road, between Boston and the junction.
Mails are made up for all the railroads running from Portland, so that route agents must
be thoroughly acquainted with all railroad and
stage connections along their routes, and also
with those of the roads with which they connect. They must understand from what large
places smaller ones arc supplied in order to
throw the mail matter into proper bags. One
hundred and eight-seven towns and plantations
ar&supplied from the contents of the Bangor
mail bag. A large number of places arc supplied from Augusta, Waterville, Bath, Ac.,
which must be fully understood by the agents.
Is it any wonder that with all this receiving,

delivering, sorting, distributing,; sucking,
bundling, Ac., Ac., one little letter among so
many thousands should occasionally go wrong ?
The wonder is how it can be possible for so
many letters to be received by due course of
mail, going by so many different routes, passing through so many hands and frequently directed in sach manner as that none other
than a route ageut or a Post Office clerk could
tell where to send it.
Postal Items for the Public.

Changes under

the new law.

In order that

dred more, whose
fire

on

names arc now

the firmament of

a

written with

nation's

glory,

with

State motto, ftirigo, emblazoned above
and below, and justified before the world. As

our

a

work of art and as

a

likeness,

it will com-

pare with anything of the sort, ever produced.
But shall we stop here ? Such a work ought
in marble; and full six feet
that it may correspond as
well with the character and bearing, as with
the life and death of this gallant soldier. And
who so fitted for completing such a testimony,
as the young artist, a native of Maine, who
has already proved by his grand colossal bust
of the late Governor Dunlap, not only modelled, but chiselled in marble by his own hands,
that he is capable of anything he ventures to
undertake aud may be safely trusted with
J. N.
whatever he promises to do ?

reproduced

Why the Rebels Fail.
The Richmond Examiner—a paper which
has its ear very near to the mouth of JefT.
Davis, and is understood to reflect his views
—indulges in plaiu talk at the expense of
the leading rebel Generals in the Southwest,
It says:

The generals of the United States know
well that none of their troops, whether eastern or western, can sustain with success the
first onset of a southern army. But if they
can protract the contest and retreat without a.
rout until they reach
their reserves, they
usually win at last. Why? Because the
southern army becomes a mob after a victory.
Generals and troops give way to an exhilaration more proper to school boys. The men
straggle, the officers drink, and all brag of
the wonders done in our division.
Hence it
is that none of the southern leaders have been
ab'e to secure the fruits ol victory'. Beaureguard, Dee, Johnson and Bragg, each in
turn has been ceusured for not pursuing advantages which would in other countries
and by other generals, have certaiuly been rendered decisive of the war.
None of their
battles have helped the country towards a peace,
always for the same reason—that when the
golden fruits was within their reach they
found themselves without an army to grasp it.
*'#—V-f invprnnr

Sthnrman

nf

Xfurt'luml

speech at a meeting of the Union citizens
Congressional District said:
Slavery was dead in Maryland beyond resuscitation, aud the people would act wisely if
they would cease to trouble themselves about

iii

a

of the Oth

that, and devote their attention to the live
issues of the day. Gen. Jackson could not,
under the circumstances which have and do
still exist, have administered the Government
so as to save slavery. He argued at some
length to show the material advantage which
Maryland would derive from an overthrow of
slavery withiu her borders. The price of
land would increase, the manufacturing interests would be encouraged, and navigation
would be increased.
He compared the price
of laud in Maryland to that of the land in the
slate immediately ajoining, and attributed
the difference to the degrading institution of
slavery. He was glad the people of Maryland
w'ere beginning to realize the truth of these
facts; aud to those who thought him too fa-l
in his vews, he would say he did not think it
would be more than six months before every
man in the state of Maryland would stand on
his platform.
What
the

is

following

ax

term

A noi.iTioxisT ?—We

find

“abolitionist,” quoted from

tlie Southern

Literary Messenger,
publication:—

a

Richmond

An abolitionist is a man who docs not
love slavery for its own sake as a Divine ins-

sion;

who does not worship it as the cornerstone of civil liberty; who does not adore it as
the only possible social condition on which a
republican government can be created, who
does not in his inmost soul desire to sec it
extended and perpetuated over the whole
earth, as a means of humane reformation
second in dignity importance aud sacredness
to the chrissian religion. lie who does not
love African slavery with this love is an

Abolitioist.”

Some of our contemporaries in the loyal
States have adopted this definition for some
time past, with such marked care and precision, that we might almost suspect them of
having been furnished with slips in advance
from the Messenger office.—Boston Advertiser.

readers who are not connected with the
mail service, may have a full undersUnding of
the changes in posUl matters effected by the
new law which went into operation on the first
of July, we give below a condensed summary
following description:
of those of its provisions of which it is necesThey might have been passed off as a desary for persons using the mails to “Uke due ! formed aud distorted black Hippotami, disi
owned by their parents and niumied by the
notice and govern themselves accordingly.”

our

Kgyptiau animal worshiped 3000 years ago,
1. The rate of postage on all domestic mail letters I but now
galvanized into life again: for their
be carried any distance tcithin the United States
broad, square faces, seemed deeply stamped
Is aow THESE CENTS lor half an ounce or traction
with hieroglyphic characters and no one
thereof to be prepaid by stamps. Tbe former rate of
less cants to Calilomia, Oregon aud Washington
Territory is abolished.
tribe except for their inevitable swinish grunt
1. All local or "drop" letters must hereafter be
—Had that herd of which we read been comprepaid by stamps at the rats of tica cents fur every
naif ounce or fraction thereof, instead of one cent as
posed of this kind of hogs it would have been
IkftmtnihrA
a tough job to have driven the devil into
3. The postage on transient ncvepapers and peri.
such a looking set of creatures.
oticals toot in one package to one adiiri j, is now
Two eents for sash/our ounces or fraction thereof,
to be prepaid by stamps; on books double that rate.
A Model Copperhead.—The Grand RapThe postage on single transient newspapers not

to

four ounces is now tico cents.
weighing
4. The rate ol postage on circulars is now as follows; Three or any less number msy be sent, unsealed, to one address, at the single rate of two ceuts,
and in that proportion for a greater number, adding
one rate for every three circulars directed to one address. They can no longer be sent at the former rate
of one cent each. No extra charge is now made for
business cards stamped or printed on the envelopes
over

of oironlars.
6. The former carriers fee of one cent on each letter delivered, is abolished. Hereafter carriers collect
nothing, except sneb unpaid postage as mav be due
on the letters delivered by them.
e. The extra one cent stamp formerly required on
all letter* deposited iu lamp-post boxes and brauch
stations, is no longer necessary.
7. All communications to any officer or departmeut
Of the government (including the President) written
by a private citiscn, whether on “official business
or otherwise, mus/ now be prepaid by ftamps.
3. A tec of twbkty cents (instead of lire as heretofore) must hereafter be pud on each registered
letter, in additiou to the postage.
3. A letter cannot be forwarded without a charge
of extra postage, when it ha- once been misled scaordiug to Its original address.
A Stirring

Appeal.
The War Democrats of Ohio, in their late
Convention at Columbus, adopted a stiring
adress to their constituents, presenting the
iteue of the campaign, showing the importance
of standing by the government, and closing
with the folloing eloquent appeal:
“Fellow Democrats of Ohio—Democtats
who stood by Douglas in the great contest of
1800—Democrats who have sworn upon the
altar of our country that the Union must and
•hall be preserved—Democrats who have sons
brothers and fathers who are now lighting the
battles of your counary, who are standing

lonly hours of midnight over
your houses and homes,and braving death in
every form—we appeal to you, can you, will
you cast your votes for a man bolding the opinion and advocating the doctoriues which
guard

in the

Hr.Vallandigbam

docs? Wc cannot and do
think you will.
We most respectfully hut
call
earnestly
upon you, in the name of Democracy, in the name of your country, in the
name of our fathers, of Jackson and Douglas,
to take »uch a course as your calm and deliberate judgement may decide, to save Ohio
from the fatal effects which we fear from such
a coarse.
The Democratic paaty has a iuturs,
fraught with mighty and important obligations
which must be met with firmness. Having
done our duty, we trust to the returning
sense of consistensy, which we feel confident
must be the pride pf the party in the cam-

paign of 1864,

ids (Iowa) Eagle gives au extract from a rcspeech made in that State by one A. S.
Sanborn, candidate for the speakership in the
Legislature. He must be a model copperbeud,
of the F. O. J. S. school. He said “the soldiers
were mere machines in the hands of the officers.” Of slavery lie said:
Slavery wag one ot those things which belong to
the

ceut

economy above. No power, human or divine,
could eradicate it—no, not Ike tower of heihi itnlf
—bI.AVI.KV WAS A PART OF DEITY, fht he.
himself could not net rid of slareru
more
than lit* could change the natural lawn, theany
Africans
were in far better condition an slaves than as
free-

It ALL AFRICA COULD BE SCOOPED
DK\. AND ITS INHABITANTS ALL MADE
SLAVES, IT WOULD BE A GREAT DEAL BETTER FOR THEM.
men.

Colored Schools.—Referring to the stale
objection that the emancipated slaves cannot
take care of themselves, the Nashville (Tenn.)
Union states the following interesting fact:
We do not knew of a better reply to this
pitiful

Mull than to ktate the fact that amid all the excitement and extraordinary troubles of civil war, the
black people of this city have been carrying on no
le-s than eight highly respectable schools, which are
attended regularly by some six hundred pupils.
Of
these schools nix are individual; the other two are
under the management of trustees. Three of them
are in West, three in North and two in South Nashville. The trustees and teachers are all American
citizens of African descent; no white person interfering in anyway. The Government is in no way
concerned in the affair.

Sip" The Missouri troubles
cause

are

likely

to

the President more wakeful hours lor a

few

nights at least than open rebellion. The
condition of things in Missouri and Kansas is
really deplorable. In many places it is unsafe
for loyal men to go abroad to transact business without protection.
The party represented at Washington by
enty is what is called tile

a

committee of sev-

“charcoals,” who are
emancipation. This
party undoubtedly embraces a large majority
of the Republicans of the State.
Another
party, the “claybauks,” supported by Gov.
Gamble and F. P. lilair, Jr., are lu favor of
gradual emancipation The “claybauks” have
at present the control of affairs mainly, with
in favor of immediate
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Late Naval

Operations in Japan—]3rilliant| Engagement ot
U. S. Steamer Wyoming—Death of a Portland
(lie first

jy=On

-TO THE-

EVENING

CyOn the fourth page—The Rosclawn
School, by Clara Augusta.
ZIP' It is rumored that Kansas is to be a
separate departinentof tlic army,and that Gen.
John McNeil is to tie the commander.
The sales of the Manchester, N. H.,
Delaine Mills and Print Works during the last
year exceed that of any previous year.

Cy“Dr. Geo. Hayward, an old and distinguished physician in Roston, died at his residence of apoplexy on Wednesday forenoon.
CS^Tlie receipts at the Custom House in
New York duriug the last month amount to
*7,000,000.
Z3P" The services of Rev. Mr. Robie have
been engaged as pastor of the Congregational
Society in Oxford.
Rev. Mr.

Dodge has been forced, on
account of ill health, to resign the pastorate
of the Congaegatioual church at Gardiner, as
we

learn from the Journal.

intelligent Tennesseean says the
way to settle all question in his State, between
them and the rebels, is to enlist every able-bodAu

iedslave in Tennessee.

The fellow who has deserted from five
wives and four regiments, thinks that, instead
of beiug tried as a desorter, he should be forgiven for those first few offences.
Over a thousrnd dollars have

13P~

already

been contributed towards erecting a monument to the memory of Col. Shaw, entirely
by colored people.

“y*A dry goods clerk of a medical turn ot
mind, wants io know If yound layies with a
mania for “chopping” and no particular predilection for

buying, may

not

pioperly

be called

couuter-erritants.

£y“From present appearances we arc to
have a vigorous campaign in the Southwest.
It is rumored that Gen. Ranks is in the field,
if so we may confidently rely upon the success of the Army of the Gulf.
jy The N. Y. Tribune says a fleet of fast
wooden steamers is to be constructed at once.
Three arc to be built at the Kittery Navy
yard, of 2000 tons each, and to be as fast as
Yankee ingenuity can make them.
has been established

military police
Augusta, and rumsellers have been notified
that they must not sell liquors to any soldiers,
or the penalties of the law will be visited upon
A

in

them without fail.

SyTlic Portsmouth,

X. If. Chronicle says

Mr. Charles A. Hammond committed

suicide,

at his boardiug house injthat city, on Thursday last. He was about ttirty years old, a
caulker by trade and is supposed to have belonged in Fairliaven, Mass.
ry Mr. Gough is to deliver five consecutive lectures on the subject of Temperance in
Springfield, Mass., the object of which is,
says the Republican, to awaken the people to
more earnest efforts to prevent and suppress
intemperance in Springfield and vicinity.
Ey It is said there have already been fifty
applicants for the residence of the Uaytien
Minister, iu Washington, which he is about to
vacate. Offers as high as fciOOO a year have
been made.

How much would
make out of the operation ?

an

“M. C.”

jy Rev. Dr. Smith, the new President of
College, does not walk iu the
footsteps of his “illustrious" predecessor. He
holds slavery to have been the cause of the
war, and preaches in favor of the President's
emancipation proclamation.
Ey Letters of President Lincoln on questions of National Policy, comprising one to
Gen. McClellan, to Horace Greely, to Fernando Wood, to the Albany Committee, to Gov.
Seymour and to the Springfield Meeting.
Published in Boston by B. B. Russell., and for
sale iu this city by A. Robinson.
~yMrs. Ann Kelley, the keeper of a rum
shop iu Biddeford, was found dead on the floor
of her shop on Saturday last. Verdict of the
Coroner's jury, “Death fiom excemitt intemperance.” The Biddeford Journal says she

h'om Tennessee—Rumored Capture and Oes~
traction of bhelbyrills by the Rebels—
More meats of Rebel
Caealry.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 8.
Rumors prevail here that a force of rebel
cavalry have captured and entirely destroyed
Shelbyville, Tenn., taking our forces there as
No particulars have been received
ere.
The truth of the report is questionable.
Geu. Mitchell, with a large force of
cavalry,
was pursuing the rebel
cavalry, but we have
no reports of his
being withiu striking distance.
The telegraph is working to within
three miles of Chattanooga.
John H. Smith has been
unanimously reelected Mayor of Nashville, Tenn.
New York, Oct. 0.
The Herald has the following
dispatch:
Xashcille, Oct. 8.—Up to this time we have
no news of special
importance regarding the
particular doings of either of our own forces
or those of the enemy in the
neighborhood of
Chattanooga. Railroad communication has
not been resumed.
The damage to the railroad is greater than was at first supposed.

Erisoners.

Information has been received which goes
to show that the enemy has divided his mounted force engaged in the recent raid into several detachments, and these again into minor
ones, and that such detached bands now infest
the mountains and woods in those neighborhoods, thereby rendering common road travel
dangerous to other than strong military commands.
Do not think we are doiug nothing
to prevent this.
Telegraphic communication
was still interrupted to-day between hero and
Stevenson, Ala., but it is reported that it will
be all right again to-day.
I saw a gentleman to-day who was made a
prisoner by the rebel force when they were in

the neighborhood of Murfreesboro’. This gentleman says the rebels intended to reach our

railroad line some two days sooner than they
did, but owing to unforseen causes and detentions incident to moving their artillery, they
were delayed, and had at last to make extra
effort to get up in time to cause their movement to be a surprise or to effect their object.
He also says that the rebels admitted having
failed to carry out to full success their main
design, and that they destroyeJ the railroad
and bridge as much to protect their retreat
and for the sake of doing soipe mischief, as
they did from any consideration of interference with Gen. Rosecrans’ supplies or rein-

forcements.

Reinforcements for Rragg
sent him—Rebel

regiment.
y Wc

a

husband in the -jlli Maine

learn that T. B. Peterson & Bros,

have almost

ready for publicaiion a novel by
Stephens, entiled “True as Steel,”
story, incidents aud characters being all

Mrs. Ann S.

American. It will no doubt be received with
great pleasure by her many admirers, and
*
meet merited success.

jy The Oxford Democrat says Henry E.
Prentiss, Esq., of Bangor, has presented the
school district Xo. 1(1 at North Paris, a valuable library of about four hundred volumes,
standard works, together with a catalogue and
a suitable case in which to keep them; and iu
addition pays a librarian for taking charge of
them.

yWe learn that Lewis Barker, Esq.,
UII

III'IUIIIVM

VI

IIIv

K.

Iliv/ll

has

uuuv;

Committee of New

York, to address the
places in that State on the
hour and the duty of voters

citizens at various

questions

of the

in relation thereto. Mr. Barker is an attractive and forcible speaker and is always listened to with interest.

£y~Wc learn from the Bath Times, that
the body of a man was found near Hatch's
Rock, in Kennebec river, on Wednesday last,
supposed to be that of Geo. Wheeler, of
Windsor who was lost from a gondalo a short
time since. A Jury.was summoned by Coroner Potter of Rath, whose verdict was in ac£y”The following

have been chosen

offi-

lege : President, Henry K. Hawes; Vice President, C. Albert Gower; Secretary,Henry W.
Hale;Orator, E. B. Loring; Poet, Clias. R.
Coffin; Historian, J. Howard Millctt; Prophet,
George L. Starbird; Toast Master, L. Howard
Cobb; Odist, Clias. G. Kingman; Committee
of Arrangements, A. B. Lunt, J. R. Carroll
Irish.
iy lice’s official report of the invasion of
that if our ar-

my had made a bold and determined attack
upon him at Williamsport, while making preparations to retreat across the Potomac, he
was not in a condition successfully to have resisted.
that the

The

prevailing impression
advantage gained should

Onus

says he has intelligence from Richmond that
the rebels are engaged providing Bragg’s army not only with reinforcements needed for
the successful prosecution of the fall campaign,
but also with large siege material.
During
vuc

i<Mb iwu

nccM

gnus

vi

nu

fxunuruuiary

size have been forwarded to Bragg, in view, it
is thought, to erect batteries on Lookout
Mountain, which is said to be in possession of
the advance guard of the rebel army.
The same correspondent says that information, entitled to the highest confidence, Indicalcs that the number of vessels now constructed in Europe for the rebels, is far more considerable than is generally supposed, and that the
time is not far distant when they will be
brought into active service. Quite a number
of rebel naval officers are now leaving Richmond for London with commissions for rebel
vessels, and which provide the rank and pay
of each officer, and the name, character and
number of guns of the vessels for w hich the
appointment has been given. One of these
commissions had for heading,
Iron-clad
sloop-of-war Mississippi, Captain Semmes, 1000
tons burthen, carrying 22 rifled guns.'’
The Mississippi is said to be at anchor in
some bay in Scotland, waiting for her captain.
These subjects are openly talked of in the
capital of the rebellion, and commissioned officers are oftentimes seen boastfully exhibiting
their papers to their friends. How much reliance is to be placed upon these stories the
public must judge.
From

the Army of the Potomac.

New York, Oct. 9.

The Herald has the following:
Headquarter* Army of l'otomac, Oct. 8.—

During

the last twenty-fpur hours there have
been some indications of a collision between
the two armies, but I doubt if any will speedily occur. Our forces now at the front thought
yesterday and the night before that there was
danger of an attack, and made preparations to
meet it, but quiet lias prevailed since.
The
report that a rebel brigade occupied a position
north of the Rapidan river, near the railroad,
is incorrect. Our forces picket the entire north
of the river to the confluence with the
Rappahannock, and the presence there of a single
rebel brigade or division would necessarily

on a conflict.
The army has been paid off up to Sept. I, and
vast amouuts of money are being sent home
by the troops.
Re-enlistments for two years arc going on
rapidly under the recent enactment, giving
$400 bounty to old soldiers. It is estimated
that fully two-thirds of the urmy of the Potomac will rc-cnlist.
Gen. Warren, commanding the 2d corps, left
for Washington yesterday.
I find the following in the Richmond Examiner of the 0th iust:
trordonscille, Oct. 3.—The report that Gen.
Meade had sent two army corps to General
liosecrans, and that the enemy were preparing
to fall back, is contradicted. Our scouts say
that but oue corps has been sent to General
Rosecrans and that there are no indications of

bring

falling

back.

Guerrilla Exploit* In Kentucky.
Louisville, Oct. 8.
One hundred guerrillas, under cotnmaud of
C'apt. Richardson, at 2 this P. M., placed obstructions on the track of the Lebanon Branch
Railroad, at New Hope, twenty miles from the
junction, threw the train off the track and
fired into it, but fortunately did no damage to
...___

mi.

_...

»»v

train,

guullllllK

eupkrUIVU

UIU

burned the passenger cars, baggage and
express cars, destroyed the locomotive, robbed
the passengers of money, and decamped.
Reports prevail of a guerrilla raid in Simpson and Warren counties, under Hughes.—
The guerrillas have burned the depot at Auburn on the Memphis branch.
(ireat excitement prevails in all the counties
between Munlordsville and the Tennessee line,

which

infested by guerrillas.
Major Worton, of the ild regiment of mountinfantry, pursued the rebels yesterday from
Glasgow and recaptured everything taken by
them at that place.
are

then was,
have been

followed up, and Lee not allowed to

cross

and everything will go on as usual.
The War Department has stated, in reply to
several Inquiries that there is no truth in the
persistent reiteration that another draft has
been ordered, or that it Is about to be.
The President furnishes the Republican with
an unequivocal denial that he has received any
peace overtures from the rebels, as mentioned
to-day in one of the New York journals.
The government has no intclligeuce of the
reported battle at Brashear city. It is thought
to be a new version of a rebel paper story to
a similar effect, started a few days ago.
Franklin’s corps passed through Brashear
city before the day named for the fight.

£y The next meeting of the Cumberland
County Temperance Association will be held
at the Congregational meeting house iu l’ownel, on Thursday the loth inst., [commencing
at 10 o'clock.

The exhibitions of the last few
months in our streets, ami the facts that are

constantly coming to the knowledge of the
public of the terrihb consequences and alarm,
ing increase of intemperance, calls loudly upon
flic Christian and philanthropist to enquire
what cun be done iu this particular direction.
We learn that will be the question at Pownel
which the “charcoals” arc not satisfied. It is
ou
Thursday. "What eau he done ?” We hope
to be hoped an amicable adjustment of affairs
j and trust the meetiug will be well attended
may soon be made.
and made interesting and profitable.

thus

against

employing

arc

well on their way at this time.
are passing and have passed

troops
this

place.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 8.

There was an impromptu ovation to General
Franz Sigel and the national cause here to-

night.

Gen. Sigel addroased the multitude in patriotic
appeals, strongly urging the people to vote
the Union State ticket, as the best ineaus of
strengthening the Federal government in putting down the rebellion. The speech was ire-

during

Interrupted by most thrilling plaudits

its

delivery.

Hainmonia.Southampton.New

and war Democrat.

7

..Oct

Etna.Liveruoul.New York_Oet 14
Arabia.Liverpool.Boaton.Oct 17
City of Cork.Liverpool.New York.
<iet 17
Germania.Southampton New York ...Oet30
Edinburg....Liverpool.New York_Oct 21
Sidon.Liverpool.New York_tict 22
China.Liverpool.New York... .Oct 24
City Washington. Liverpool.New l'ork
.Oct 2H
Aria.Liverpool.Boaton.Oet 31
York...
.Oct 81
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New

rapidly giving

Corsica.New York.. Nassau N P.Oct 12
Ocean Queen
New York Aspinwall.Oct 18
“trope ..Boston.Liverpool.Oct 14
S'dou ....New York. Liverpool.Oct 14
Evening Star.New York. New Orleans ..(let 17
North American.
Quebec.Liverpool... Oct 17

Our Northern “mor-

Copperhead “Democrats” do

York

York.Liverpool.New York. Oet 7
Scotia.Liverpool.New York.. Oct 10
Hibernia.Galway.Boston.Oet 13
Citvof New

Saxonia.New York
City of London —New York.

not

Hamburg.Oet
Liverpool.Oet

17
17

Columbia.New York. .Galway.
Oct 20
Persia.Now York. Liverpool
.Oct 24
City of Baltimore. New York Liverpool.Oet 24
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 24

agree with him.

..

Waterville College.
The friends of
this institution seem to be in earnest in their
—

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
Hainmonia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct31
Hibernia.Boston.Glasgow..Nov 1
Scotia.New York Liverpool.Nov 4
Germania.Now York.. Hamburg.Nov 14
Teutonia.New York.. Hamburg.Nov 23

purpose to secure for it a most liberal endowment.
We learn that a sort of “endowment

convention” is to be held at Waterville on
Wednesday the 15th ult., and all the friends of
the

college

Borussin.New

invited to attend.

are

CALIFORNIA-Steamc,carry-

Entertainment provided for all, and to those
the railroads free return tickets
to all stations on the roads centering at Waterville as far as rortiand, Bangor and Skowhe-

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday.October lO.
Snnrisos.8.061 High water,(a m). 8 47
Snn sets.6.37 | Length ofdaya.11.21

The Cincinnati Gazette says a sou of
“old Ben Wade,” 19 years of age, was sent a
short time siuce as bearer of dispatches to
Gen. Buford. He rode all night, and in the

sijuad

MARINE

One of

Friday.October 9.

Sax

i

ROUTE OF TRAVEL,
ENGLAUD.
Frost view or Buckingham Pal act, London;
Green Saloon in Buckingham; Hoaeee of Parliament, London: Windsor Castle, from the Thame#'
Front viow of Wind tor from the Gsrdeae
SCOTLAND.
Balmoral Caatlr from the Deo.
WALES.
Menei Suspension
Bridge; Conway Cattle, from
0t ,h*

ti

ti VI A

A U I

low.

Holyoke.

FRANCE
Fort of gt. John, in the old harbor of
Marmillee
SPAIN.
Panorama of Toledo, from the act.
SWITZERLAND.
Lake of Thun; Street view in
Magriugcn
RISSIA.

Hermitage Museum,

dro"^^*?^
Rhine’ W^w'sET*.^
Khiae;
ol

Pujnee

DENMARK.

iB,fhaM^lenmTh0^W*ld'e*,

That

Middle of Ram Island. KX W. distant l mile.
tfij rect water.
Portland Light-house, NW by N 1 X nearly, distant II miles.
Cape Elizabeth East Light-house, SW by S j 8,
distant 21 miles.
Trundy's Keef Buoy. SW i W, distant I1 miles.
West Cod Ledge. 33 feet water.
Portland Light-house, NW l X, distant 44 mile.
Cape Elizabeth East Light-house, WIN, distant
« mara s kock.

Boor, SW by W, distant
miles.
Kock, 241 rect water.
Portland Light-house, XX W nearly, distant 44

Corwin

miles.

Ca^tUiaabcthEast
Alden’s Rock
5.

Cathedral and Loaning Tower, at Piaa: Canoe
Santo. Piaa; Naples, the Bay and
Grotto of Pouafllppo, N spins; Panorama of
Pornmi
Roma; entrance to the Maaanm af the Vatican;
Stetuea. Mascom of the Vatican; Statue
<VUi.or5,of
of Ferdinand I, Florence.
EOTPT.
_
_
>*»melnkoc asd Moaqtn of Mahomet
a
AH.
Great Pyramid ofBelsoai; Palace of
Cairo;
Goorneh, The bos; Pharaoh’s Bed, Phlla.
HOLY LAND.
Ml. Siaal; Cedars or Lebaaoa.
JAVA.
English Clab Hooee; Vagatablaeaad Fruit peonliar to Java.
UNITED STATES.
Basin at Franconia Notch: Rapids abort Niagara;
Eaa’ern Front oi Capitol, Washington; (jea. Scott.
COLORED VIEWS.
VWo». °r Banner In the Sky: Tomb of
Oririe, Phlla; Finding of Moans; Birds of Palestine;
By the riveea of Babylon.
STATUARY.
William Shareware; Wm. PHI, Urn Earl of Chatham^ Cupid and Psyche, lathe Lonvra .Paris; statno
y Tborwaldsea.

MtuVeanvlJ?

_

_

AmtlOOI BXEIBITTOH.

▲dmiHton 16 cent*.

West

2?

llue and Cry Rocks, 27 feet water.
house, NX'W, distant

Barn

б.

Richmond Island, NW by W 11 W, diatant 3J mile*.
Alden’s Rock Buoy. XE by XiX, distant 11 miles
Bulwark Shoal, surveyed by E Cordell.
Acting
Assistant, has fourteen feet water on it. The
depth of six feet heretofore given on the chart
is

on

an error.

The bearings arc magnetic.
The distances arc in nautical miles.
The depths are at mean low water.
A. D. BACHE.
Superintendent V 8 Coast Survey.

Sid 7tb, brig Geo Amos; sehs Maracaibo, S T King,
MarcHlus, Volant, and Defiance.
Ar8th, sehs J il Stroup. Foster, ftn Baltimore for
Boston; Julia Newell, Cushing, Portland for Balti-

o lU'cr gumvivut'

more.

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 8th, sehs Nathan OMford.
Luce, aud Wm Stevens. Foas. Bancor.
BOSTON—Cld kth fchip Danube. Whidden. San
Francisco: barks Emblem. Nickerson, New Orleans;

stitching;
will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery

all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers aud Machinists,
Aud Families,
Willdud it invaluablx ! It willeffectuallystopthe
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is iusuluble in water or oil.

Toys, and

as

SALEM—Ar 7th, schs T H Thompson, New York;
Abaco, Bangor.
GARDINER—Ar 2d. schs Ellen, Wire, Portland;
5th. Waukinco. Tarr, do.
ROCKLAND—Ar 6th. bark Pathfinder, Robinson,
New Orleans: scbs Nautilus, Pillsbury, Portland;
6th. Laura Frances, Higgins, do
Sid 8th. sch Nile, Monroe, New York.

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brotukrs,
Proprietors,
Providence, B. I.

Supplied in pnrknges from

2 oz. to 100/6#., by
KICIIAKDSON & CO..
61 Broad Street, Boston,

FOREIGN PORTS.

Sole Agents for New England.

feblTdly
1
Beautiful Complexion, free from Tan, Piinplos aud Freckles, may easily b** procured by using
the
BALM OF A THOUSAX/) FLO ITERS." For
shaving it is unsurpassed—a single drop making a
a line lather.
It is
composed of palm-oil, houey aud
other valuable articles, highly perfumed by its own
ingredients, aud when used for washing, night and
illuming, renders the skin soft aud white, and free
from blemish. Price 50 cents. For sale
if AY, Agent for Maiue, aud all druggists.

by

If. H.

augl2 aeod4oew3m*

riT" CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly print*
office.
tf

at this

want of any kind of PRINTING
TJT\ 1 you are in
calf at the
Press

Daily

Office.

tf

BROKERS* BOARD.
8alb op Stocks.—Boston, Oct. 9, 1862.
*600 American Gold.1464
700 .do.1461
27,300 .do.1464

700.do.146}

U. S. Five-Twenties ..100
U. S. Currency Certificates,. 99]
United States 7 3-10ths Loan.106]
Boston aud Maine Railroad.128

_

In this city. Oct. 9, by Rev. I)r. Shailer. Edward F.
•
Galbraith and Miss Mary 31. Ryan, both of Manchester, N. II.
In Kenncbunkport, Oct. 8. by Rev. Philip Titcomb,
Capt. Thos. \V. Bell. Act. Ensign U. S. Navy, and
3iiss Charlotte, daughter of Capt. Alexander Gould,
all of K.

_PIED*_
In this city.

At Shanghae Aug 4. ships Asa Eldri^jre, Coleman,
for Honolulu; Carrington, Watson, fm Hong Kong;
Dirigo, Buckminster; Magnet, King: Rainbow, Kelley. and Wild Rover. Crowell, unc; barkaMaryland,
Buck initiator; Sea Bird, Wcaton, and Young Greek,

Taylor, unc.
Sid July 24, bark Lillie, Knowlea, Chefoo, to re*
turn to Shanghae, (chartered at #4250, with 56 lay
days.)
Sailed from do July 31. brig Nollie Merrill, Staples,
Hakodadi; 27th. Mary Capen, Newall, Kanagawa;
Slat, barks Lizzie Boggs, Yates, Foochow; Wild Gazelle, Humphrey, Swatow.
Sid fm Uong Kong July Slat, ships Panama, Soule,
for New York: Aug 7. bark Rover, Hunt. do.
At Foochow July 24, bark Forest Belle, Percival.
At Batavia

ships Versailles, Sberburn,
Appleton, Osgood, laid up;
Benares. Hinckley, do; Ruthvcn, Williams, unc,and
others, as before.'
At Smyrna Sept 15, bark E H Yarriogton, Mayo,

lor Boston.
At Acapulco Uth ult, ship M£bite Falcon, Merry,
from San Franciseo.
At do 11th ult.
disg.
At
1st ult. ship Kdw O’Brien, Seavcy,
from Callao for Valencia.
At Havana 3d inst, barks Jane A Bishop.
lor New York; Elton, (Br) Govens, for Portland;
Selma. Prentis, unc; scbs Eveline, LaughJin, for

Valparaiso

ship Napoleon, Thompson,

Downey,

brig

Philadelphia: Leroy, Johnson, unc.
At Cardeuas 4th inst, brig Sea Bird, chartered

9, Mrs. Man E will Of Charles
II.
36 years.
lu this city, Oct. 9. Jessie 31 ay, infant daughter of
Fraukliu aud Mariha J. llealdi aged 8 months aud
23 days.
In tliis city, f>ct. 9. George Bartol, youngest child
of E. P. and E. P. E. Banks, aged 2 years 6 mouths
and 21 days.
1ST Funeral this (Saturday) afternoon, at 3o’cl’k,
at No. 66 Cumberland street,’
< »ot.

Haskell,‘aged

IMPORTS.
parsboro NS. Sch Fidelia-80 cords wood, 8 tubs
butter, to P Raudall & Sou.

Store !!•. 4.Free Street,
At DIAXsHI If

Kitchen Furnishing Goods.
Alto,

f Additional per Persia ]
Ar at Newport 28d ult. Screamer, Jones. Bristol.
Ar at Lancaster 25th Aid. Goodiug. Portland
Sailed from Shields 23d, Mary Elizabeth. Dunbar,
New York.
Ar at Glasgow 19th, Elbe. Pettengill. Eastport.
Sailed from Manila July 30, Rapid. Dunham, for

Syduev

NSW.
Ar at Calcutta Aug 22. Sabino. Woodard. Aden.
Sailed from Colombo Aug 18, Eddystone, Jack, for

Baltimore.

Bay CGH Aug >, Kedron, Farrell, Bn
_

Ar at lit Helena Aug tS, Ocean
from Akyab, (and railed for Cork.)

general

assortment

of

Will** a4

Faq Cvriaa,

Vat MaaA

Willow Chairs. Fancy Basket., Brooms, Brashes,
Jspaaed Ware. Pails. Tabs, Booking Harass,
Bird Cages, As.

Wa. 4 Free Street, Portland.
t>. LAWS,
1
A. a. tolmah. J

oelOdSw

Y. G. HANSON & CO,

s|l

Wholesale aad Retail Dealer* la

BOOTS,

SHOES, R088ERS,

Upper aad Sale Leather,
FINDINGS. SHOE TOOLS, Ao.
f. 146 Xiddl* SL, Portlamd.
HAaaoa.

*. c.

bijah

oelO dtf

OBAND

TBUNK

TAarar.

BAILWAY

Or Canada.
FALL ARRANGEMENT.
OMHB Oa aad after Monday. October 11th,
trains will run daily, (Sunday, sxoepted) until further aotiee, ue follows:

Up Trains.
Loots Portland for South Part* at 7.45 A. a.
Island Poad at 126 r. a.
Down Train*.
Lean Island Poad for Portland, at 7 A. a.
Leave South Puri* for Portland at« a. a.

Far

Tho Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 la raise, and that persona), unless notice Is given, and paid for st the rate
of on* passenger for every $600 additional valao.
C J. BRYUGES. Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Oct. 10,1883.

Guardian's Sale.
U hereby given, that, pursuant to Uosnss
from the Judge or Probate lor the Countr of
Cumberland, 1 shall sell st pnbHe auction, on tho tlth
day of November. 1883. at 10 o'clock A. M„ at tho
dwelling hone# occupied by mo at Strondwater Village. Westbrook, til the Interest which tho minor
beirr of Elias Jacobs bar# In the house, and about
one half acre of land, situated at said Strondwater
Village, which was a part of the estate of Ella*
Jacobs, doceased: tbs samo being soblect to the
dower ol Ellis Fickett. and also that of tho sabscriber. Said tale will inclade the revereion of said
dowers.
ELLEN JACOBS, Guard la*.

NOTICE

October », 1883.

17 wtw

Far Sate.
8CH. CEYLON, of Portland, aboat
34 ton., well found in anchors, chains,
and rigging. She it wall salculaled for
s Fisherman or Trader.
Will be sold st
•

*°°d

‘-aaaSiWfctLL.
Coaamareial Wharf.

j

Portland. Oet. ». 1983.
oelO dlw*

none ror nut

ai aacuaa.

rirtna of li«onao from the Judge of Probate
for the County of Camberland, 1 (hall rail at
•action on the premia*, on gatarday, October ITth,
at 91o’cloek a. a., the two rtoried wooden boaae.
No. ,3 Portland etreol. In tble city, ttaadtag on
loaeed land, and belonging to the estate of the lata

BY

iwnij

Brock

HI LDAH BROCK. AdminietratrU.

oclO did

W. W. CARR & CO.,
Hariag taken the Trait Store formerly oeeapied by
O. SAWYER.

No. 3 Exchange
Are

prepared

Foreign

the trade
•elected (took of

to offer to

and

Street,
a

large and wall

Domestic

CoaiUting of
Bp roes Gwae,
Cawary good,
Lease Syrap.

Oraagn.
Uwmi,
I.lmes,
Praaee,
Cllrwa,
Ollrea,

Fruit!
L—cwg—
Candles.

Hoaoy,
Flga.
Dates,
Tobacco,
Sardines,
Cigars.
Faaey Candies of all deaerlptlnn.
oet9

Cocoa Nate.
Xale. all blade,
Ratal as,

dtf

GLOVES!
For Ladiei, Mines* Children.

Gibbs, New York.

Ar tt Table

a

WILLOW AND WOODEN WABE,

to

At Matauzas 6th lust,brigs O'Brien,Wiley, for New
York ; S B Thompson, Thompson, for do 3 davs.
At Matauzas 20th ult, barks Winslow, York, and
Linda, Hewitt, for Now York; M ETrout.Nickerson,
and G S Hunt. Stafford, unc; brig M Washington.
Lei a ml. do; sch Valeria. Lord, disg.
Sailed from Sydney CB, 6th intt, brig Experiment,

Cocbin.

Tolman,

aad bare established themaalree at

Aug 1. ship Belle of the West, Uowes.

from Shanghae, ar 6th.
At Singapore Aug 21,
for Hong Kong; Sami

Copartnership

of

Lane and

unc.

load 500 hbds molasses for Portland, nt #2400.

HIA11KIED.
_

style

under the

George NB.

It is

CUAS.

THE

J (' Nickels Blanchard. Philadelphia: Kv»lvn Pat.
terson. Portland, to load for Cuba; Catharine Jane,
McKenzie, Pictou ; brig John Pierce, Norton, Gardi*
ner, to load lor Cuba; ecbs Delia Hinds, Wells, for
Calais; American Chief, Pressey.Thomaston; Brunswick, Woodward, Brunswick; Arno, Knight, 8t

paste.

Store I

in ew

subtorlben ham formed a

Light-house, NWbyWJW,

Buoy. SW by W, distant 1 mile.

Children 10 ecnft.

oct 10

Elizabeth East Light
Capemiles.

without

It is a liquid, aud as easily applied
It will adhere oily substances.

top**h**®*• Corridor

Package of six for *1.00.

for New York.

auu

PRUSSIA.

Paine# of Priam Royal, Berlin; Ball
Room of the
of the Prince Itoyal; Throat Room
la Eayad

la the Afteraooa.

4.

GREAT DISCOVERY.—AnadhesivepreparatioD
that will STICK
o

Heidelberg* C“*toi
CaliU °H«!nt
1UI"*
Heidelberg Castle

(Jeneral view of

Tower of

AdmlsaionlS eaata.
Children 16 Kite.

Vegetable

uuui

Petersburg.
"

Special Programme

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Thorndike. Mb April 25, 1863.
BALTIMORE—Sailed 6th, brig Herald, Gray, for
Dear Sir :—A lady ot my acquaintance was troub*
Havana.
led with severe attacks of sick headache for a numAr 7th, bark S W Holbrook. Becker, Malanias.
ber of years, and could find no relief until she tried
Cld 7th. sch F A Sawyer, Reed, Providence.
L. F. ATWOOITS RITTERS, which effected a
perPHILADELPHIA—Ar
6th, sch Trade Wind, Hill,
manent cure by the use of one bottle.
Biddoford, (and cld for Ipswich )
daughter was troubled with attacks of severe
Cld 7th, brig Maria Wheeler. Wheeler, Boston.
My
headache aud vomiting, arising from derangement
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, sebs John Small, Small, fm
of the stomach, which have been cured by the use of
Lubcc; Tabitha Green, Bousall, Camden; Advance,
theso Bitters, and I have myself been troubled with
Leighton, Cherry field; Roanoke, Smith, Eastport;
dyspepsia, which lias already been relieved by this
E G Buxtou. Titcomb. Saco.
invaluable remedy. I always keen it on hand, as I
Ar 8th. ship TuIJa,
Sheppard, Calcutta; bark Tybelieve it to be a speedy cure for all derangements of
coon. Dew burst, New Orleans; sehs Daeotah. Partthe stomach and liver; aud for temale complaints
\ ridge. Rcmedios: Empress, Andrews. Rockland.
when arising from debility of the digestive organs.
Cld 8th, ships Pyramid. (Br) Agan. Sbanghae; City
Yours trulv,
Chas. Whitney.
I of 31 out real, Lothcr, Loudon: bark Pilot Fish.Look.
OTTheiie is a bask imitation signed “J/." F., I Philadelphia:
brigsThos Owen, Pettingill.Xeavitas;
instead (tf L. F. Atwood. The genuine is signed L.
W H Parks, McAlvey, Portland; sebs Cabot, PhinF. Atwood, and as a safeguard against
imposition
ney. Boston; Lamartine. Goldthwaite, do.
bears an extra label, countersigned II. It. HA Y,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch Mineola, Holt, from
Druggist, Portland, Me., sole General Agent.
Ellsworth.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine generSid 8th, sch Fair Dealer, Yonng, Ellsworth.
ally.
jyl8 ttmeodAw 4
NEWPORT—Ar 7th. brig Frontier, Littlefield, fra
Portland for Philadelphia; sehs Antelope, Rockland,
Made /com the pure Balsams qf' Vermont.
for New York; Volant, Ellsworth fordo; Gertrude,
Eastport for do; Dolaware, Calais for New Haven;
Maracaibo, Portland for New York; Romp, Eastport
N. E. Downs's
Balsamic Elixir.
fordo; Msrcellus, Calais fordo.
This honest, standard old Cough Remedy, made
FALL RIVER—Ar 6th, sch Undine, Baker, Gardiin Vermont, has keen used with entire success for
ner.
thirty-three years. It is warranted as usual for
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 7th. brigs Calmock. PetCoughs, Colas, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
tingill, Elizabcthport for Boston; George E Prescott,
and all diseases <g‘ the 1 hr oat, Chest and Lungs,
Vinalbaven for Baltimore; sebs Tennessee,
31111*.
and all diseases tendiug to Consumption.
Wooster, Eastport for Philadelphia; Oregon, Pratt,
We have testimonials from many of the best physiKocklaud for New York; Herteusis. Fowler, and
cians and gentlemen of -tutiding,among whom wc
Fauuie Mitchell, Johnson, Portland fordo; Leocamention the Hon. Paul Dillingham. Lieut. Gov. of
dia. Small, Salem for do.
Vermont; lion. Bates Turner, late Judge of the SuSid 7th, sebs Maracaibo, Henley, Portland for New
preme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
York; Adalinc Town-end, do lor Philadelphia; ElBrigade Surgeon U. 8. Army.
len, McFarland, Calais for do; Marcellas, Herrick,
JOHN F. HENRY A CO., Proprietors,
and S T King, Clondcnnin. do for New York; VoSuccessors to N. H. Downs,
lant. Haskell, from Ellsworth for do; Henry Curtiss,
Watkrbuky, Vt.
Brown, and Rockingham, Taplcy, from Boston for
£7"''rioe 25 cents. 50 cents, and 81 per bottle.
Philadelphia: Maine Law, Amesbury, Portland for
11. II. Hay and J. W. Perkins A Co., Portland,
do; Chav H Rogers. Langley, Newburyport for do.
Me., wholesale agents for Maine.
oc5 cdAew6w*
Romp, Kumrill, and Gertrude, Coalwell, fm Eastport

v/

St.

GERMANY

3j miles.
Alaeu's Rock

Gowell A Mourell have just received their
FALL STOCK of DRY GOODS, and are prepared
to show the public one of the best selected stocks in
the city, at the lowest prices for CASH, on delivery.
Call and sec. 129 Middle Street.
Portland, 8ept. 3,1863.
eodtf

n

■

_

XOT1CB TO aMARINBRS.
APPROACHES TO PORTLAND HARBOR.
The following rocks, not npon any chart, have
been surveyed by Lieut Commander T 8 Phelps, U 8
Navy, Assistant 1*8 Coast Survey:
1. Witch Rock, S4 feet water.
Portland Light-house, W by N nearly, distant 12

3.

MIDDLE STREET NEW DRY GOODS STORE,
No. 81, near the Post Office.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
of new and fashion*!)]'* Dry Goods, Shawls and
Cloaks, just opened. Wholesale and Retail.
FEUCHT WANG Eli it /UNDER.
jySee our advertisement in another column.
sept25 dim*

ui

■

"So

H#to‘ d**

T^lleriS"**

damage.

libs.

Dr. J. W. Kelley will be in attendance at his
Medical Office, 214 Congress street, opposite the
Universalist Church, to give advice and prescribe in
all forms of disease, Tuesday and Wednesday, the
13th and 14tk of October. The sick arc invited to
cafl. Advice free.
oct9dlw*

hum

Conway

8ch Dacotah, (of Stockton) Partridge, at K York
from Remcdios, experienced heavy weather moat of
the passage, lost foresail, split jib, and received other

а.

ly strong

“■“1“*“"/Hall;

Caat’e’*’1

_*’'n“ra0“ °fthe Seine, showing the 8av#a Bridges

miles.

S

o’clock.

_

Sch J M Houston, Lippincott, Wilmington—J 8
Winslow.
Sch Advance. Smith, Bristol—Joa H White.
Sch Florida. Thompson, Boston—R G York k Son
Sch Wm G Eadie, Thurlow, Xewburyport—C k R

picking

n

ria

Sch Ruth U Baker, (new) Kuight, Yarmouth.
CLEARED.
Brig Maria White, Payne, Philadelphia—J 8 Wine-

another column
Sambae
tViue. It is an admirable article
hospitals,and by the first families in Fa.-is
London ana New York, in preference to old Fort
Wine. It is worth a trial,asit gives great satisfac
tion.
deo22dlj
a woman

(Saturday) Evening, 7 3-4

cover

u°T^

ARRIVED.
Steamer Potomac. Sherwood, New York.
Steamer Montreal. Prince, Boston.
Steamer New England, Field, 1m St John KB
East port for Boaton.
Steamer Daniel Webster, Dcerinr, Bangor.
Sch Fidelia. (Br) Lovely, Pars boro XS.

_

for Speer's
Grapes,
used in

NEWR

PORT OF PORTLAND.

of

There will be a town Cattle Show and
Fair at the Town House in Litchfield on Tuesday next. The Gardiner Brass Band will furnish the music and give a concert in the eve_

Afe.

Sixty-five Stereographs Magnified to
30,000 square feet of Canvas, this

IT ALT.

Moseby’s cavalry came
them, having the
fleetest horse, outstripped the rest in the chase
under the ambition of having the glory of his
capture. Arriving within striking distance he
halted young Wade, but not being houored
in the challenge, the rebel fired five or six times
at him, when, getting near enough,
young
Wade whirled about, shot the rebel through
the head, leaped from his own jaded horse,
mounted that of the fallen foe, and bore on in
triumph with his despatches.

ning.

The Greet Art-Wonder of the

_

___

a

BROWN'S STEREOPHAN!

———————

gan.

upon his track.

12

PANAMA AND
ing Mails for Aspinwall, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, Uth, and 21st of each
month.

coming over

morning

York..Hamburg.Dec

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Sept SO

Liverpool.New York. ..Sept 30
Liverpool.Quebec.Oct 1
£“/*•.............
City of Limerick ..Liverpool.Sew York...Oct 3
Africa.Liverpool.... Boaton .Oct 8

ditligcntly matured by those in sympathy irith
rebellion, and its utterance at this moment isnecessarily in the interests of treason.”
Such is the opinion of a loyal Southern
man

NEW

TAIIA
.Sept 29

City

the

al suasion”

TOR
Galway.New York
York.

Bremen..Southampton.New
of Baltimore.

way, and never had any foundation in reason
or loyalty.
It originated with, and lias been

These

through

Oration to Gen. Sigel.

quently

them is

FROM

Columbia

bounties to free colored men, or compensation to loyal masters for the manumission of
their slaves for that purpose. Judge Holt is
fully convinced that negroes make the best of
soldiers.
He declares that “the prejudice

Reinforcement! for Roseerans.
New York, Oct. 0.

Memphis correspondence of the 1st inst. to
the Tribune, states that large reinforcements
for the army at Chattanooga are proceeding
thither from this department. The entire 15th
Army Corps, Gen.Sherman commanding; the
7th (Smith’s) division of the 17th Army Corps,
and detached portions of the 10th Army Corps

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
8 TB A1IBR

as

A

New York, Sept. 0.
The World’s Washington dispatch says the
government is once more in communication
with Gen. Kosecraus. Gen. Hooker was near
Murfreesboro’ when Wheeler made his raid on
the railroad. Communication is fully restored

the

Potomac, but our army had met with such
heavy losses of prominent and brave officers
that they became, pe rhaps, over cautious.

Negro Soldiers.—Hon. Joseph Holt, of
Kentucky, has written a letter to Secretary
Stanton, urging the employment of the commutation money of conscripts in obtaining
for military service able-bodied negroes in
Maryland and other loyal slave States, either

ed

From Washington.

of the Freshmen class of Waterviile Col-

Pennsylvania reveals the fact,

Immense

Vessels Abroad.

The Tribune’s Washington correspondent

cordance with the above statement.
cers

—

New York, Oct. 9.

Dartmouth

claimed to have

PAPERS.

----

Soldier.

the

Japanese Bios.— P. T. Barnum recently
exhibited a couple of Japauese pigs at an
Agricultural Fair in Coun., which he says
are as ornamental as useful.
The Bridgeport
Standard gives an idea of their beauty in the

AND

ORIGINAL

Traveller, Stone,

SPOKED
Sept 18. lat 47 16, Ion *i St, *a» teen ehlp Vanguard,
from New Fork for Liverpool.

OPENING THIS DAT,

75 Dozen—iii addition to oar Stock.
In conieqnence of n large increase la tble hraaob
of oar bnaineu we find Tt necewarr to rieit the
market weekly, and make special selections. Haring enlarged onr premiiet, wo ■boll offer to the

trade

GLOVES,

at Wholesale and Befall.

THOMPSON'S
Hosiery and Glove Store
154 * 150 MIMlc, cor. Crcao S(Odin

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

HF*The W»«liin|?toul»n

Society

meetings

hold

[

BY TELEGRAPH

Beligioui Notice!.

TOTUK

Ha.l,
every Sunday evening, at Sons of Temperance the
358 Congress street, commencing nt 7 o’clock,
*'
invited.
nre
public
irs^Tbe 2d Univeranlist Society will hold services
utterand
nt Union Mali to-morrow, both foronoou
noon. Rev. U. llereey, Pastor.
ty There will be n onion Prayer and Conference
meeting nt the Second Advent limit on next Sunday
at the usual hoars. All who love sinners aud the
Saviour of sinners nre invited to join.
lyMUs Emma Houston, medium, of Muss., will
lecture In Mechanic's Hall to-morrow afternoon and
evoning. at 8 and 7 o’clock.
Subject—Afternoon, ”fhe condition of the country.” Evening, "The sphere of ignorance.”
School at 91, Conference at 10J o'clock.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Oct. 9.
It is ascertained that none of Gen. Rosecran’s very latest dispatches, which are to the
5th, mention anything relative to the situation
in the locality of Chattanooga, all of them
referriug entirely to military details. The
other dispatches, however, recently received,
speak of events in that quarter, aud are from
Gen. Meigs.
The sentence of death, by court martial,
which was to have been executed on private
ltcawley, of the 22d New York regiment, in
the Army of the l’olomac, at noon to-day, was
suspended by order of the President, providing the culprit would agree to make up the
time he was absent by desertion, after the
three years term of his regiment had expired.
The following has been received at Head-

Portland Daily Press.
-—--——

GEN. WHEELEB’S LATE BAID.
Destruction of Federal Stores and

Ammunition Trains.
Capture of the Garrison at McMinville.

dis-

The

fined three dollars and costs.

turbance,
Committed.
Wm. Deland, for drunkenness and disturbComance, was fined five dollars and costs.
mitted.
Susan Menemia, for entering one of our
and wilpublic schools, during school hours,
the teacher
aud
disturbing
interrupting
fully
by loud speaking and rude behavior, was fined
two dollars and costs, amounting in all to
•7.66, and required to go the school house aud
was

make

an

apology

Moore,

New Yoke, Oct. 9.
Point, from New Orleans
evening.
The headquarters of the 19th army corps,
under Gen. Franklin, and part of the 13th
army corps, under Gen. C. C. Washburn, are

MUWHUVI

wvn

there was some

IU

!.t

uumii

smashing

of

Btivvi)

have gathered large numbers of
mules, horses and cattle, but the plantations

raging parties

generally deserted.
The advance of the army was delayed in
consequeuce of the obstructions in Bayou
Trehe. These obstructions were blown up
and Bayou Trehe is now open for steamers to
New Ibera.
On the 23d ult., at 1 o'clock in the morning,
a raid was made on a telegraph office situated
opposite Doualdsville, by a band of guerrillas,
and fourteen men of the 14th New York cavalry, and the operator, Mr. Allen of Illinois,
are

chiefs.
It is known that the rebel Gen. Logan is

next.

8^“ The funeral of Judge Goodenow will
take place from bis late residence in Alfred,
this afternoon,

York, Oct 9.

Central American Transit Co. 394
Mining Co,. 664
ew York
Erie preferred,.105

Eric.109J

Hudson.139

Reading.123

Harlem.1404

Michigan Central,.124

Michigan Southern. 8KI

scrip,.12"}

Illinois Central
Milwaukie k Prairie DuChien,. 774
Cleveland k
Galena k Chicago,.Ill
Chicago It Rock
Pittsburg, Fort Wavne and Chicago,. K6J
Chicago k Noith Western.

Island.;...108J
42}

Latest

Improved

CLOTHES WRINGER!

[1=*=/!

preparations are nearly complete, and active operations will soon be relumed.

hatever in Store.

New Dry Goods Store,

81 Middle Street—near the Post Office,

NO. 96

has been but little used and is iu perfect order,
▼
ochas two manual*, sub-bass, Ice., is very
cupying but little space, and contained in a very
CHAS. H. McLELLAN.
neat case. Applv to
*sep30 i»d2w
Bath, Sept. 28th, 1863.

A Complete and

Temple

Thorough

in the Free Street Block—next ea«t of Tolford
THE
of H. T. MACU1N, Galt Block,

ap9 istf

ID R Y

Special

coustanily

Brunswick, on Wednesday, the 28th
d ty of October, A. D. 1803. at 9 o'clock a. X., for
Board of Directors for the ensuing
of
a
choice
the
year, and to take such measures tor the future* opercontrol
aud
management of their road, and
ation,
lor the adjustment of auy claim* of the bondholders
and
Portland Rail Road Company,
the
Kennebec
of
11 thj IH1J «i-f m • \pc Ii» nt, aud to transact any
that
mar regularly come
before
other business
N. M. Will 1M< >KK, Sec y.
them.
oc7
id
Augusta, (kt. 6,1863.

SUCH

AS

Brown and Bleached Cotton
and Shirtings,
Of

EVERY

Sheetings

DESCRIPTION,

At

lie would return thanks to bis numerous customfor their liberal patronage, and hopes by strict
attention to business to still retain them, and mako
a host of new ones,
liepairing done with nea/nesss
and dispat' h.
N. B. No Disappointment*.

Annual Meeting of tho Portland Benevolent

office of the Portlaud
THE
Society will be held
Institution,No. 102 Middle street,
Five (.'outs

Low Prices !

Very

at

ers

on

(Prices

of

raw

hi. McCarthy,
No. 1)6 Exchange Street, Portland.

FROST,

All

Prints!

Prints !

Also FRENCH PRINTS.

A

Female Orpliau Asylum.

are

Extra Fine French Over-Coatmx*, Chinchillas, Heavy Diagonals, Plain
and Faucy Beavers.
Also a large ftock of SCOTCH and ENGLISH
Cloths, for Business and Dress Suits, which are very
and the CHE A PES T Goods in the market.
Clothes manufactured in the best stjle, and as

popular,

Annual

WlRIFLES,

choice assortment of handsome

Iaw3w

f®

Accompaniment!!.

AT

aa

well

as

all other

styles.

Established A. D. 1856.

BALHORAL

INVENTORY OP

SKIRTS!

over

1. Simplicity of construction.
2. It ha< no iron that can ever rust the Clothes.
3. It is very strong and not liable to get out of order, wringing auythlng from a lace collar to a bed
quilt, working easier than any other Wringer.
We warrant this Wringer in every particular.
CJP*Ageuts wanted in every section of the country. A liberal discount made to the trade.
Forsaloatthe old Wringer's stand, 229 Con*
gross street-

|

i Tailor eb
Just
HASwith
of

a

STREET,

returned from Boston and New York
KK'il and FASHIONABLE assort-

ment

Vestings

of every variety and style, which he purchased for
cash, and consequently can give an elegant "fit
out” at the loicest cash prices.
He invites his old friends and customers, and tho
generally, to call on him. Grateful lor the
iberal patronage he hns received since ho established himself here, he solicits a continuance, and will
spare not-Hurts to give gonoral satisfaction.
oc9 tt

!

VEIL BAREGES,
SILK TISSUES,
And SILK TISSUE VEILS,
in fine styles and colors.

Colored and Black Silks, of the best Italian

fmblic

facture.

call special at teat ion to

Boquets

and Cut Flowers,

wreaths and crosses, taatefully arranged and made to order at my e»iab
li.hment. corner of North and Montreal street.,
Munjoy 11111.
ALBERT DIRWANCER, Florllt.

Funeral

HptietodSm

splendid heavy and

adminit'tration, unaccounted for in the
SawitM-C. Stbol’T. which qf right, towith
the s375«Wr set forth, should hare been
gether
paid to the respect 're creditors of said estate.
Y our Committee, therefore, upon a lull and dl.
passionate review of the whole matter, are ofofopin
.aid
ion that bv reason of t he misrcjiresentations
Stroul. all the creditors, except 1). T. Chase, have
been cheated out of their just dues, and recommend
to each of them to take such legal measure*, as the
said Strout to make good
laws may afford, to
the difference between what they severally got, and
what I lie estate should have paid, and %mId have
lexiks
the Propaid, had the original entries on the out. of
ate Reeords beenfaitl\fnlhj carried
Chairman.
I) T. CIlAsL,
Sloans Mobrili.. Secretary.
ap23 Th ijATutt
Portland. April 20.16d3.
HiKoaor

Very low.
Merinos

Ainhrotvpes,

AT LEWIS' HEW GALLERY,
No. 12 Market Sq., over McCoy’s Cheap
Store, and opp. C. S. Hotel.

Agricultural

In the llnest colors,

fares

w

Of the most superior fabrics and brightest lustre, all
new and fresh.

Table Clotha.

Napkins,
Towels,
Irish Linens,

Brilliants,
Jaconets,
Quilts,
Lawns,

/

(j

the afternoon, at the corners of Clark and Pine
streets, the place of beginning, uml then and there
proceed to view and lay out said new Street.
All persons interested w ill take notice and govern

day

JACOB McLELLAN,
STEVENS SMITH,
W. 11. STEWAKT.
SAM I. WATERHOUSE,
C. K. LADD.
J. D. SNOWMAN,
ocS dtd

of

October

Committee

r

on

out

CAMBRICS, DIAPERS,
NEW! ALL FRESH!
New patterns and styles of Dress Goods recelnd
twice every week.
In endless

variety.

ALL

We hope to show to the ladies of Portland and vi-

cinity

SOMETHING NEW
every time

they

will

Middle SI. New

he pleased to call at the

Dry Goods Store, No. 81-

One of tlio partners of the firm will remain constantly in the market in New Vork, to make all desirable selections of the

Fashiops for the Laities of Portland and

)

IST ^ V Y.

WANTED, 1000
Seamen,Ordinary Seamen & Landsmen.
cc8 dtt

Vicinity.

Street,.
your call to take a view of
and well selected asaortmeut of Dry

KespectAilly soliciting
entire
Goods, at

our

to

Ordnance Office,

SMALL White Spaniel Dog with brown spots
ou his h* ad and body. Auswcrs to the name
of Carlo. Whoever will return him to
o. 56 State
street, or John Lynch k Co., Coramerciml St., will
be suitably rewarded.
oct6 lw

A

Tfuemenl Wanted.
convenient Tenement tor asmall family-mall children—wanted, handy to the Dost
Office. Kent not to exceed from 3160 to 3200.
Apply immediately at this office.

EA
no

I'nrtlik i>l

too

A

AO—

WO (rood Scwinjt Machine Girl, and Fifteen

11

extra Coat Makers.

Apply at
WOODMAN, TBt'B A CO.*8
Clothing Rooms.

scpi2*j dSv

BOARD.

TWO

or

three tingle Gentleman, wi.hipe Board.
good accommodation, at l.fl Cumber-

liud
land street.

ne,22dtf

.10 Girls Wanted•
HANDS—to work
Coate,
OI.D
Veetj. Apply immediately to
on

Paata and

J. T. LKWIS.

1 and 2 Free Street Block.

ang2T

Wonted.
U;:‘
JKiLi

A -mall Kent, aituated in the centra) part of
the city, or a whole honae mutable tor two
-mall i'amilica. Addrcaa

augl8

Cortland I*. O.

M. A. K

TO THE AFFLICTED l

Naval Rendezvous, foot of Exchange St.
J. I’. HEATH, Recruiting Officer.

jStledical

DEIIMO,

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp's Block,
CORXER OECOXGRESS ASD ELM STREETS,

respectfully
Portland aud vicinity, that he has been
WOULD

city four mouths. During that time we have treated
a large number of patients with wonderfhl success,
and curing persons in such a short space of time that
the question is often asked do they stay onrad. To
thisuuestion we will say that nil that do^not stay
we

will doctor the second time

for

uothlng.

This, with the success we have met with, is n sure
guarantee that our services are appreciated. Therefore. lest patients should delay couii g for fear we
shall not stay long enough to give the test, we will
h re say that we snail stay in this city at least until

next April.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyyears, and is also a regular graduated
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases,
in the form or nervous or sick headache; nenralgia
in Mm head. neck.or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or where the lungs arc uot fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spiue. contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis. St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness.stamindigesmering or hesitancy of speech,
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented: asthma, bronchitis. strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

physician.

one

palsy

dyspepsia,

oomplaiuts.

By Eleotrioity
The Rheumatic the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility aud elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the frostity of
bitten limbs restored, the uueonth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of matavo life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, aud

youth;

au

active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hands aud feet; weak stomachs;
lame and weak backs; nervous aud sick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion aud constipation ot the bowels; pain in the fid •
and back; lcvcorrhwa. (or whites): falling of tha
womb with iuterual cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os diseases will find in Electricity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long Una
of troubles with young ladiea. Electricity is a certain
specific. and w ill, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
far wi hare an Electro-Chemical Apparatus for
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, such as
Mercury, Antiinouy, Arsenic, Ac. hundreds who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, and various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
niuc cases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
can be restored to n tural streugth and vigor by tba
use of from live to eight Ratbs.
Office hours from 8 o'clock a. X. to 1 P. X.; 1J to
6; and"to 8 r. m.
1.11 Im^ttf

L'......

Dii'artmest.
I
Wa^hiugtou, October 2. 1863.)
PROPOSALS will be received at this

Black Alpaccns ami Bombazines,

Director.

Pine streets, and running
street, on or near the old site of Walker's Court, so called.
And the Joiut Stauding Committee of the City
Council, on laying out new Streets, in pursuance of
au order of the City Council, passed on the 7th
day
of September, 18 :3, will meet lor said purpose ou
Thursday, the 15ih day of October, ut 4 o'clock in

baud* this 8th

HEALD.

Lost.

War

and lt>th of /Oc-

the corner*
to Brackett

S.

flue Flannels, all

and twilled Flannels.

ill

and taken back free if not sold.
C. .1. BIO DUES, Managing
Portland, Oct. 7, 1803.

IT

other

Pnrtmc

RATlWAY7^

prepaid,

our

as

White, Yellow, Red and Bine, plain

tober, good to return till the following Satui/day.
LIVE STOCK. &c., will be carried at siuglo Vales

Uiven under
A. D. 1863.

well

Also

and all the latest im-

14th,

on

as

saw asd fklsii.

Exhibition at I'ortlaud.

ticket* at

compel

Opera Flannels,

be issued frov^
single
all stations between Bethel and Portlainbto
RETURN
the
Portland and back
15th

Apply

our

cost of

new
our

salesrooms,

81 Middle
,

*2.411 56
This amoint, 92,4115?. taken from the amtt«.
94.S1W 81. »upp<K>»* the S. York claim of 954 54, to
be paid in fin., .how a balance of 92.465 23. lest the

manu*

DeLaines,

themselves accordingly.

Cloths, Cassimeres &

Portland, March 31.1862.

Messrs. Smith $ Stratton, Xew York:
The dividend upon the claims against the estate ot
Johu Rounds is 20 per cent., amounting upon your
\ ou can have the amount by sendclaim to #10 80.
ing an order for it to any oue here. The dividend,
hat e all been paid out except yours, a long time
since, and 1 had forgotten about your claim.
Yours truly,
S. C. Stcoct.
The Account iruty be stated thus:
#5,731 42-54 51 is #5.676 88, at 20 per ceut. #1,135 38
liood* and chattels (furniture,Ac ,)the Court
246 66
allowed the administratrix to retain,
Cxsii at sundry times, and Note from Strout
his
as
account
the
administratrix,
to
per
976 00
in .’’art rendered her,
Amount of the New York claim remaining
54 54
u ,1,tried,

WAR-

wide

Opening! NOTICE

Draper,

NO. 98 EXCHANGE

Great quanities and astonishingly cheap.

We

CITY OF PORTLAND.
i* hereby given, that it is the in eution of
the City Council to lay out a new Street, or
Public Way tor tho use of the City—beginning at
of Clark and

A. D. REEVES,

Hoop

Poplins,

E. CHAPMAN, Jr., Agent.

Fall and Winter

Skirts !

Skirts !

FINE DRESS GOODS!

others

arc:

oc9 (14 w

Hoop

ocS d2w

GRAND TRUNK
The superior points of this Wringer

paying for this advertisement.
out dAwtf
JOHN S.

cured

#4,896.81

paid,

Ladies, Misses and Children.

elegant skylight,

246 66

4,490 15

And further toe Probate Records saith not.
Sufficient, however, id here apparent, that instead
and did
of 20 per cent, the estate should nave
iu reality pay about 851 per cent, less the cost of admi uist rati on", and the furniture (#946 66).
Sewell C. Strout, (Howard St Strout)“ab counsel
for rut Administratrix,” according to his oirn
account, has had all the claims against the estata.
less that of #54.54 at New York, assigned to himself for 20 per cent. As evidence that said Stroat
has not paid over 20 per ceut. on #5 676 88 of these
c'airus. refereuce is bad to the following letter, as
constituting part of this report:

con-

SON, Proprietors.

#160 00

Goods and chattels,
Rights and credits,

New and elegant Fall Styles.

New Under Flannels,

an

Gold Found.
wa,
np in tbc itrent
V ou Monday. The owner picked
can have it by calling
at the office of the City Marshal,
proving
property
aud
quantity of gold coin

announce to the citizens of
in this

THE ESTATE.

Cash,

com-

redstqckingsign]

with

Street, FbiII«b4<

DR. W. IV.

a

From the Probate Records.

RANTED ALL LINEN.

Eaton Boarding: School for Boys,
KENT'S HILL, READKIELD, .Me.

TMwvf/vrvt-Anlv

STOKER,Sec’y.

Whole amount of claims allowed against the
#5,731.42
estate,

Linen Cambric Pocket Hudkerehiefi and HemsticheJ 1

Tackle!

tw it-

MARY B.

imously accepted.

ap27 iseodt f

tlirvt

sepffl

TUESDAY,

Kleetlug of Creditors.

42 Exchange Street.

sin

ou

Tull meeting of the creditors of the late John
Rounds, held tub day, pursuant to previous uowhole subject matter being referred to a
the
ticc,
committee of nine duly appointed for that purpose,
who reported as folio vs, which reports# hereby unan-

AND

Card Pictures &

Female

October, 13 at 3 o’clock P. M.

GENUINE CASSIMERE, LONG AND SQUARE
8HA WLS,

’my

Please send for a Circular.
U. M. EATON &
Kent's llill, Oct. 6,186S.

Myrtle

ner

SHAWLS!

as can bo purchased elsewhere.
As 1 do my own rutting, and attend personally to
the manufacture, niv customers may rely upon
best exertions to give satisfaction.
eod3m
sepl7

THE

the

cor-

cheap

Session of this institution will
mence Monday, November 9th, 1863, aud
tinue twenty weeks.
The best of reference can be given.

of

Mooting
Orphan
THE
Asylum will be held at the Asylum Hou«e,
and Oxford streets,
of

Garments, among which

Winter

x., for

hereby given, that tho Annual Meetlxl ing of the Cumberland County Agricultural
ami Horticultural Society, for the choice of Officers,
and the transaction of such other business as may
be legally brought before it. will be held at the New
City Government Building,in Portland, on Wednesday evening. Oct. 14th inst.. at 71 o'clock.
S. B BECKETT, Sec y.
oci td

nice

BRADLEY,

a

assortment of the BEST and most FASHcomplete
IONABLE Goods in the market for Gentlemen's

G. L. BAILEY

17 York
Sept 38 dfcwtf

T^OTICE

newstyles and all MADDER COLORS—a

TAILOR,

REVOLVERS,

p.

MARTIN GCRE, Secretary.
Portland, Sept. 3°, 1663.

APRON CHECKS.
BED-TICKING,
DENIMS,
COTTON FLANNELS,
BROWN COTTON DRILLS
CRIB
and BED BLANKETS.
Good

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

CPUS,

at 3 o'clock

highest price paid for Barley by

The

JOHIY

the choice ot officers.

materials considered).

A^rirnliii.al Notice.

Prints !

GOODS!

for Fall and Winter

BARLEY WANTED.

can

selection-

wear

Savings
Wednesday, October 14th,

,A

■

■

Wanted Imniediateljr

Portland Ueuevoleiit Society.

Heady-Made YY ork*

MERCHANT

BARNES. 81} Middle Street.

THE
beholden at

0-0 O ID S !

wnier

s.

Portland A Rvnnchcc Railroad Co.
An iual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland and Kennebec Railroad Company will

WHERE

P. B.

■

]

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

STREET,

city.

P.

Office

Montreal, morning of 4th of SepJ. H. THOMPSON,

FROM the pasture of the subscriber on
llzrt^the night of October 3. n black MARE,
weighiug about IMi pounds, and 13 yean
f
AaL£aa*o)d. Her two hind feet were white, both
liiud ankles were galled, and she bad a few whito
hairs iu her forehead, and was sound in all respects.
Whoever will return said mare, or give information
where she may be found, will be suitably reward d.
oct6 dlw*
WM. H. PAINE, North Gorham.

or

Enquire

Assortment

dlw*

Stffiten

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

he will continue to manufacturo first
class work of all kinds for Gentlemen's and
Ladies' wear. Also Military work of all kinds, such
as Riding. Marching. Dross Parade, Fatigue, and
Garrison Boots, all of which will be made of the
best imported stock, and made by the best workmen
in the
Mr. M. intends that bis work shall uot
bo second to any iu the United States.
attention aii'm to Ladies' Walking Boots. In connection with the above will
be found a stock
of first class

YEW

—

—OF—

street to

(IN RTURDIVANT’8 BLOCK,)

*epl7 eod2m

tember.
oc6 dlw*

Store for Kale*
four-story brick Store in Free Street—No. 6

NEAR THE TOST OFFICE,

Shoe Maker,

EXCHANGE

Steamer

Church Orsrnn for Kale*
■\7ERY low if soon applied for. made by Hook.

Block,

oc8

to

Jell deodfcwtca

ATTEXSTTIO INtT

Has removed from No. 23

Wanted.
BOOK-KF.EPF.R, by a yoon
thl, week to U. (i. Palmer, Breed

any person sending to this
OFFERED
the Gold Watch and Chain left in
closet of

near Tukey’s Bridge, about
mile from Portland post office—a pleasant situation.
Also one house lot on Monument street, in Portland, on which is an nMM house; and oue lot,
about one hundred feet square, on Atlantic street;
will be sold entire, or in two lots. Term* easy.
J. HACKER.
Apply to

The undersigned have just opened, at the store
rooms of

the atream and in

a, a

one

Whatever!

on

MO Reward.

Jwiseod*

AkK
JiRKLCove Village,

No. 81 Middle Street. Fox

McCarthy,

Refer

man.

compact,

oc3 tf

Boot and

Mid-

good two-*tory house, barn, and c ar88 feet, in Back
riage-bouso, with lot 68

I¥o Old Good*

of

Tukev. Cyrus Sturdivant.
Dortlaud, Oct. 7,1068.

A

PORTLAND. ME.

m.

corner
room.

Apply
Portland, Oct. 8,18G3.

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

II

Bar on the morning ol the 6th, has arrived.
Gen. Gilmore is hard at work, but the Xavy
is doing nothing.

rebel forts.
Gen. Gilmore’s

w

provements, is now prepared to make pictures lor
30 DAYS, at prices that will be an inducement to all
to sit for their photograph*.
A. P. LEWIS,
ocS dlwthen eodtf
(Late Tuask & Lkwib.)

New York, Oct. 9.
The transport California, from Charleston

The Baltimore American correspondent,
dating evening of the 5th, states that all Is
quiet, beyond an occasional, firing from the

N» Old Good*

WW AVIYi:

—

he

NEW AND FRESH I

large number

SITUATION

A
k

For Sale*

will surely be satisfied.

you

For Rent.
second story of building

dle aud Union Streets—front
OFFICE
to
CHAS. E. BARRETT.

Low

a

WANTS....LOST.

Stable on the same.
For terms, Ice applv to
H. WINCHESTER,
dtf
on the premises.

in

to

AS AXY HOUSE IX THE EXITED STATES.
trial, and

evening free,

a

oc9

article in the Establishment

oc8 lw

—

to

Every

All the goods in this establishment have just been
bought for Nett Cash,and must be sold lor N ETT

us a

AI,o

First

If

|j}jj

CAN BE FOUND IN VERY LARGE VARIETY.

HF"Give

the Hall.

camps and dams for stream

are

I.op
the Lake., to be sold by the
tbou.aiid teet, and Kaled
a, they lie.
Terms—a depo.il of ton per ccut. on the
properly
being knocked down; balance to be paid on completion of the title. For further particular, apply to
W. M I.K A V. l:» Horn, .treet, Halifax
ALL Y FHAaLK, Sheet Harbor, N. s„
,epl22 tOctlO
AMignce,.

Friday Errninya.

and

For Sale Cheap,
applied for immediately, LOT No. 47
f’T^T Spring street, with two Dwelling Houses and

DRY GOODS,

as

Eilh,

7 o’clock.

FOR SALE & TO LET.
.jji

Sell

Oct.

Timber,

a Mill with single saw and
rluugie
machine, situate about live miles from tLe Uarhor;
also, al.out iO acres of Laud at the mouth o! the
K,''er* “P011 which there is a wharf and store, a small
unfinished cottage, and a cook house.
Also, a «mall piece of Land at the mouth of the
liver, upon which the large mill stands. Thia is subject to a ground reut of #10 per annum. This mill
contains a single saw and
gang, and edger and trimand is capable of catting
,uacllfm':
20 to 25 thousand
from <5
feet of lumber per day.

Terms—24 lessons, LADIES,.fd.OO
GENTLEMEN.2.00
Tickets for sale at
sop 124 td

GOOD AND CHEAP

AMIDON’S

The Memphis Atlanta Appeal, in speaking

Resumed Soon.

just opened:

-for—

of their success at Chattanooga, says:
VVe
shall now be recoguized
our securities will
rise—Vallundigham will lie elected.”

Charleston—Aetire Operations

Latest and Most Fashionable,

Pittsburg.106}

ments reach him.

From

ESTABLISHMENT

Land, upon which

driving; also,

on

Mr. Gardiner will be happy to meet those who attended his classes in former years.

Monday

Middle Street.

CASH, thereby euabling us

Hayden Association,

At

GOODS

Near the Post Office—where the

SuicksilverCentral,.134}

Johnston says their victories are useless, unless they can crush Kosecrans before reinforce-

1

At No. 81

The BEST Assortment in the City.

Cumberland preferred,. 31J
Pacific Mail.239

Items From the Southwest.

Vicksburg.

DRY

JUST OPENED,

ON

MUSIC,

EVE1MNCS,

MONDAY

A NEW AND COMPLETE

COMPLETE

Fishing

Second Board.—Stocks weaker.
United States 6*8 1881 coupons,.109
Missouri 6's. 671
Canton Company,. 341

their respective regiments as regimental instructors. These instructors are charged with
the duty of teaching the men the rudiments of
learning, and are authorized to make requisitions for the necessary books and apparatus to
enable them to carry this order into effect.
Gen. Sherman, commanding the loth army
corps, reports to headquarters that many of
the best inhabitants of Mississippi arc now
clamoring for peace, on terms acceptable to all
who do not aim at the destruction of that part
of the United States. He thinks, also, that no
hostile army will be required to visit the interior of that State.

near

vicinity

the

Mills, min sues.
Land, dec.

premises at .Sheet Harbor, County of Hallfax,ou N\ edneaday, t!ie 14th of October next,
ki i2 o clock, M., (il tiot
previously disposed of at
private .ale,) all the Land, Land covered with water.
Mill, and Mill privilege,,
to
formerly
Mevsrs. Mel arlane fc Co., ,ilnaie at thebelonging
Ka,t Branch
(so called) oi Sheet Harbor iu the county of Halifax
The property consists of about 200* acres of Timber

THE-

Junction of Free and Middle Streets,

to their

Goods Establishment,

Dry

Market,
New

on

St. Louis, Oct. 8.
A special dispatch to the Democrat, dated
Vicksburg, Sept. 30th, says Joe Johntson was
at Canton, Miss., with 15,000 troops, his supposed design being to prevent reinforcements
from going to Kosecrans.
Gen. Stephen D. Lee had 4,000 rebel cavalry

AND

All the

Stock

The second order provides for female nurses
for hospitals, to relieve soldiers who are now
detailed for that duty. The third #rder authorizes the commanding General of the corps
de Afriqne to detail officers of the rank of
Captain for corps Instructors, and regimental
officers to appoint competent officers from

Sixgikg School.—Mr. G. W. Gardiner will
open his Singing School Monday evening, in
the hall of the Haydn Association, Free
street block. Mr. G. is the teacher of singing
in our public schools, and is competent to give
all the instructions required by those who
may wish to perfect themselves in vocal
music.

NEW

Coffee—dull.

Molasses—<;uiet.
Freights to Livorpool—very dull.

of tlie

Hall
The* undersigned beg to call the attention of the peo-

12*.

the east side of the Mississippi river, seven or
eight miles below Mergansia Bend, with 2500
men and four pieces of artillery, and is supposed to be marching to Liberty, where a
rebel force is concentrating.
Three important general orders have been
issued by Gen. Banks. The first sets forth
that in consideration of the fact that the Mississippi river has been opened, and that it is
the duty of the people of Louisiana to assist
in guarding it, all persons liable to military
duty have been enrolled, and are liable to be
called at such time and in such manner as
In the meantime
hereinafter designated.
officers have been charged with raising voh
nnteer reiriments for the defence of New Orleans during the war.

We learn from the Oxford Democrat
that Messrs. H. J. Libby & Co., of this city,
have purchased one half interest in the Robinson Manufacturing Co., Oxford.
The company has recently built a new boarding-house,
and is about erecting a block of tenements.
The new mill, built of brick, when completed
will be one of the largest and most splendid
manufacturing buildings in the country.

jyWe would call the attention of the travelling public, to the winter arrangements of the
Grand Trunk Railroad in our advertising columns, In which changes from summer arrangments arc made, to take place on Monday

Oats—excited and 3@ 4c better; Canada 75@80.
Beef—quiet; Country Mess 5 50 @ 7 00.
Fork—firmer; men* 15 12 @ 15 25; new western
prime mew 13 50@ 14 60 for new.
Sugars—firm; Muscovado 11} @12*; Havana 12@

and taken off. In consequence of
this raid and the reports of bands of guerrillas
being iu the vicinity of Donaldsville from 200
to 500 strong, an expedition was set in motion
to clear the country in that neighborhood.
This expedition, about 1000 strong, under
Brig. Gen. Burbridge left Carrolton on the
uight of the 20th by steamboat. The whole
country was recounoitered to the Anite river
without meeting an enemy, and returned to
Carrolton on the 28th without casualties.
Lieut. Earl, of the 4lh Wisconsin cavalry,
in command of about forty men, marched
from Baton Rouge on the 29th as far as the
Conite river, capturing fourteen prisoners with
their arms, &e. Among them were the notorious Col. Hunter and Capt. Perry, guerrilla

considerable disturbance.
A third took place in Uammond street.
This was between husband and wife, both of
whom were quite drunk.
Another took place at the junction of York
and Danfortli streets, where a man who was
very much intoxicated was knocked down
twice, and injured very severely in the back
part of his head. Officers Riley and Merrill
arrested a man who was supposed to be the
one who committed the assault.
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Saw

Cla*» for instruction in

VOCAL

Western 1 03.

captured

crockery and

week.__

New York, Oct. 9.
Cotton—firmer; sales at 89 @ 90 for middling uplands.
Flour—State and Western 5@10e higher and rather
more active; Superfine State 5 05 @ 6 40;
Extra do
6 65 @ 6 70; choice do 5 75 @ 6 10; Kouud Hoop Ohio
6 25 @ 6 40; choice do 6 45@8 00; Superfine Western
6 10 (A 6 25; Common to good extra Western 5 05
(•} 6 10; Southern 6 @ 10c bi tier; mixed to good 6 10
(g) 7 10; Fancy and Extra 715 @ 8 60; Canada 5c better; common extra 5 75 @5 95; extra good to choice
6 00 @ 7 75.
Wheat—3 @ 4c higher; Chicago Spring 115@1 30;
Milwaukie Club 117 @ 1 24; Amber Co 1 27 a 1 31;
Wiuter Red Western 128 @136; Amber Michigan
1 3* @ 1 43.
Corn—active and 2 @ 3c higher; mixed Western
shipping 100 @103; do Eastern 99 @ 1 01; White
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ASSIGNEES' SALE

MR. G. W. GARDINER
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PORTLAND !

of Portland and

AUCTION

SCHOOL!-

SINGING
Will open

Ha* received from BOSTON and NEW YORK

Xew York Markets

camp Birklaod, 50 miles from Brashear
City. They have met no enemy as yet. Fo-

a_
nUblG

KSXXEUF.C & POHTL.VMD lUlLJtOAI).—Wc
are requested to say that
arrangements have
been made with the Keuuebec A Portland
Railroad for half fare to the exhibition in this
city, on Wednesday next, (14th) with the
privilege of returning any time during the

Thanksgiving. |

at

Bows.—There were several drunken rows
in different parts of the city last evening. One
occurred in Green street, at the Cumberland
House, where a drunken fellow put himself in
fighting order and attacked a man, striking
him with a stone and Injuring him severely.
He was arrested by officers Burubara and
Fickett and conveyed to the lockup.
O

force intended to meet the rebels.
Gov. Yates, of Illinois, has appointed the
last Thursday in November next, os a day of

Steamer Lccust
the 1st, arrived this

your children. Admission this alternoon 15
cents. Children and scholars 10 cents.

1_

commanding the central district, was at Clinton, Hawry county, yesterof
the rebels.
day, In pursuit
A force was also moving up from Springfield and another from Lebanon, which will
press the enemy so closely that they can hardly do much damage.
Geu. Pollen left here last night, for Jefferson city, to take command of a portion of the

Miaaiaaippi.

opinion of our best critics, taking it all
stereoscopic views have ever been
presented here with such brilliancy and distinctness of outline. Among the views especially interesting were those of Sydenham
I'alace, and of the Paleontological Gardens,
Paris in motion, Antietam and the Generals.
The beautiful Bas relief of Night and Morning, by Thorwaldren, were put on last eveuing
by special request, and elicited much applause.
There will be an entire change of programme
this evening, as will be seen by advertisement.
This alternoon a special programme will be
selected from the best views, pleasing to old
and young. Mothers, go yourselves and take

Central JMitsouri—
in Illinois.

Gen. Grown,

of den. Franklin—Rebel Raid on
ltonaldaeille—Capture of Guerrilla Chirfa
—Movement* of the Rebel Gen. Ltn/an—Itng
portant General Ordera—Union Feeling in

which is

into

ENTERTAINMENTS.

-BY-

road. {

Mo return fa

no

a

of the railroad to Richmond

FROM NEW ORLEANS.

a

Haul

St. Lons, Sept. 9.
Information has been received at the Headquarters in this city, ot the Coffee and Shelly
raid into Central Missouri.
They moved
northeast, with the suspected design of striking the Pacific Railroad at Laramil bridge,
burning that structure and destroying the

Knoxville, which will prevent any
flank attack upon Burnside.

sufficient guarantee of their excel-

iL._

possession

Jtleoet

Thanksgiving

cast of

in the

A

me

Gen. Burnside is iu full communication with
Gen. Rosecrans.
The Central Kentucky Railroad is now open
to Knoxville. The road from Knoxville to
Chattanooga will soon be in operation. A
movement has been made which will ensure

Mechanics' Hall, Last Evening.—A
very large number ol intellectual and appreciative travellers made the Stereographic Tour
last evening, and all seemed delighted. And,
in all,

_

Bragg.

crowded house to witness her wouderful performance. It is worth the price of a ticket to
hear her play “The Last ltose of Summer,” if
nothing else appeared upon the programme.
It reminds one of his earliest and most pleasant
ideas of angel lyres and sweet music discoursed
by seraphic bands.
F. S. Gilmore, Esq., the celebrated Band Director, has charge, for the present, of the cona

crans.

The rebels under Gen. Pegram have joined

male eyes.
We learn that in response to a very generally expressed desire, M’Ue Urso will appear
again in this city in about two weeks, when it

alone
lence.

from Gen. Roseerans’ headquarters dated the tith, says, not a man was iujured
by the rebel batteries yesterday. Our men
were not annoyed by the long range bring in
the least, aud go about their work the same as
The negro boys continued to play marever.
bles while the bombardment was going on,
which is some evidence that a very extensive
alarm did not exist.
The Republican’s extra says other dispatches
go to show the impregnable positiou of Rose-

to engage m Gen. Uosecraus work.
Gen. McPherson is advancing from the west
by one route, while Gen. Sherman, with the
13th corps, is moving up by a shorter and betTwo corps under Gens. Slocum
ter route.
aud Howard are moving right up the country
under the direction of Gen. Hooker.

our

NEW DRYGOODS STORE!

rapid.
A dispatch

ready

upon her person such tawdry ornaments
never yet has appeared plain to discriminating

charming artiste,

Bridgeport.

Gen. Rosecrans has now the largest and finest army in the United States, and can envelope
and destroy Bragg's army, if properly assisted.
Gen. Burnside, with two corps, holds a position, the value of which is hardly known as
yet. When tho enemy is thrown back upon
the Virginia & Tennessee Railroad he will be

hang

this

loss was one man killed. Gen. Wistar reports
the 4th U. S. Infantry, colored, making thirty
miles in one day with no stragglers.
J. G. Foster,
(Signed)
Major General Commanding.
A procession of about 300 colored odd fellows to-day, ending with appropriate oratorical
exercises and festivities, is among the latest
novelties in Washington, since the abolition of
slavery in the District of Columbia. Delegates were present from New York, Pennsylvania, Boston, Alexandria, Baltimore and
Canada. There were two bands of colored
musicians, with a profuse display of regalias,
banners, &c., with appropriate emblems and
several National flags. The dignitaries of the
The procession was
order rode in carriages.
followed by a large crowd of colored spectators, while others accompanied it in carriages
of various kinds and on horseback.

Col. McCook happened to come up at this
moment with over two regiments of cavalry
FROM CHATTANOOGA.
and a battery aud engaged the enemy seriouson
drove
him
a
run
hours
for
some
ly, and
Slwlllng of Gen. Roseerans* Position bu the
south, scattering bis forces in every direction
Rebels-Impregnability of the Federal Iforks
and retaking all of the animals and most of
Washington, Oct. 9.
the plunder, and is still in pursuit.
The Republican extra says the Government
Before another can be arranged active operhas
advices
from
Chattanooga down to the tith
ations in the field will have been commenced. ;
inst. On the 5th the rebel batteries opened on
Gen. Rosecrans’ will make a demonstration
Gen. Roseerans’ position at long range, the
in a few days.
longest being three miles and the shortest
General Burnside is ready for active opera27-70tbs of a mile. The tiring was not very
tions.

“end men” at a negro concert to blaze in diamond pins and to adorn tbeir ebony fingers
with brilliants, but why a beautiful lady should

given by

Oct. 0.

bridge.

disfigured by no heavy bracelets,
and her fingers showing but a single modest
plain ring. It may be all very well for the

certs

Rosecrans.

and was drawn by some 820 mules, most of
The men were paroled
were taken.
and the stores aud wagons destroyed, and
everything portable carried olT. The same
day the rebels also came upon and captured a
valuable ammunition train of twelve wagons,
which they quickly demolished. They then
started for McMinnville, which was soon
forced to surrender along with its garrison, the
4lh Tennessee regiment. On Sunday morning
the line of inarch was taken up westward, aud
in a few hours had ridden around Murfreesboro and burned the celebrated Stone river

bare arms

THE FALL OF 1863

:

Monroe, Oct. Oth.—Major Gen. H.
W. Halleck, General-iu Chief:
I have the honor lo report that the expedition sent out on Sunday, under Gen. Wistar,
to break up or capture guerrillas and boat’s
crews organized by the enemy in Matthews’
county, has returned, having in the main accomplished its object. Four rebel naval oftlers, twenty-live men and twenty-live head of
cattle belonging to the Confederacy, together
with horses, mules, &c., are the results. A
large number of boats were destroyed. Our

which

of her favorite instrument.
It was refreshing to see a lady of her accomplishments and personal beauty so free from
indications of vanity. She was attired in n
neatly fitting, plain dress, free from flounces
and superfluous trimmings, her well formed

Xfiddle Street.

Fortress

The rebels captured a store traiu intended
for Gen. Rosecrans’ army early on Saturday
morning. This train consisted of 200 wagons

easily wrought up to “concert pitch” by either
wind or stringed instruments, but on the occasion referred to the most angular and stubborn prose was compelled to yield to the poetry of grace, motion and melody. This wonderful lady was horn in France, and educated
in Paris, but she has become familiar with the
English language, and converses in it with
ease and fluency. She is hut twenty-one years
of age, is possessed of an easy manner, graceful in ail her movements, and though her countenance wears a pensive expression, she attracts at first sight, and captivates the audience
before she has drawn the how across the strings

pleasant evening will encourage

about flfteeu miles below

points

M’lle Camilla Ubso.—This charming
young lady’s first concert in this city has already received appropriate notice in our columns.
We are no musician, are possessed of
very little “music in the soul,” and are not

a

General

Louisville,

and Draw for the defense.

hoped

tor

quarters

The Louisville correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer, under dale of the Oth, says,
the rebel Gen. Wheeler's raid succeeded in destroying the main line of the railroad between
Louisville and Stevenson, Ala., at several

charged with uttering forged paper, the respondent appeared, pleaded not guilty and was
ready for an examination. Government offered no witnesses against him and he was discharged by Judge Kingsbury. It was understood that Mr. Mason, whose name it was
charged Mr. Moore had forged, was in Court
and ready to acknowledge the genuineness of
his signature to the paper in quevtiou. Howard & St rout for Government. Fox, Webb

is

Becap-

Active Operation Soon to Commence.

to the teacher.

In the case of State v. Luther S.

attacked and Plunder
tnred by Ool McCook.

Enemy

ReiniorcemenU

_DRYGOODS.

Washington,

Sunday

Municipal Court—Oct. 9.
Mary McDonald, Tor drunkenness and

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dispatches from Gen. Roseerans—Suspension
of Death Sentence—Official Report of Gen.
^Foster—Procession of Colored Odd Fellows.

are sure to give entire satisfac (ion.
FEUCHTWANGER & Zt’NDER’ft

NO. 81,

leptn

Goods Store,
PORTLAND, MB.

Dry

CITY OF PORTLAND,
is hereby given, that it is the intention of
T^TOTICE
Council to wideu
bethe
Hampshire Street,

City

State* in I ginning at the monument ou the southwest corner
at the Forts amt Arsenals ot the United
of Cousress and Hampshire streets, and rulining to
the Atlantic States, amounting in number to 2W,
Federal street.
more or lew.
And the Joint Standiug Committee of the City
The Guns will be delivered at. and removed from,
ou laying out new Streets, in pursuance of
Council,
at
done
is
to
be
the establishment where tbe work
an order of the City Council, passed on the 6th day
the cost of the United States.
1863. will meet tor said purpose on
or
October.
60
about
a
coast
Proposals tor those ou th«* 1 elite
Thnrsday, the 15th day of October, at 3J o'clock in
iu number-will bo received uutil the 10th ot Dethe afternoon, at the southwest corner oi Congress
! camber next; ami iu the case of these, the guus will
and Hampshire streets, the place of beginning, and
! be delivered at Sau Fraucisco or it* vicinity.
then and there proceed to view and wideu said
I The guus are to be turned down to a true cylinder
street.
I for the leugth of twenty-seven iuches from the rear
beat
All person* Interested will take notice and govern
1 of the base
ring, prepared to take a baud of the
themsehe* accordingly.
w rought iron, the interior diameter of which will be
(given under our hands this 8th day of October,
I twenty inches aud its thickness three inches.
s
1
A. D 1863
fho vent is to be bushed with a new Rush of pure
JACOB McLELLAN,
nine
fncot copper, one inch in diameter and about
STEVENS
SMITH.
of
a
vent
with
bored
on
s
and
°
long,
a od * half inch*
W >1 H. MEW A R T.
out
tv’O-santha of an inch.
I.
wi h
SAM
form
ami
WATERHOUSE,
in
its
the
original
>ew Streets.
♦raw ing* of
gun
CYRUS K.EADU.
the NV athe ha. 4 t>ut on can be seen at this ffice, at
J. O. SNOWMAN.
Arsenal,
ten.. *t Arsenal. Mass.; at the WatervHet
oc8 dtd
No. 45 Worth street,
a. ,i-it tie- Nie.v \ork Agency,
3iew Torki at the Arsenal at Bridcsburg, 1'a;
Pa.: at the
NOTICE.
and at Aii'rghan.v Arsenal, Pittsburg,
Arseual. Mo.;
irurt iij, roe Arsenal, \ a ; St. Louis
orrtc* ti*A»t> Tech* Railway Co., I
< »l
and lteuieia
..
1H63.
f
Portland, Oct.
of
Tuc work i« to be done to the entire satisfaction
to superiuteut it;
fc gWen, that the teripfoi the unpaid
the officer u lus »HI be
Lawri
nca RailSt.
each
A
lull
lor
iu
laon
the
Atlantic
nia.le
gun
interest
upon
and pax mei.t x -ill
road Stock, iu Eederal Currency, for the two and a
his certificate of inspection and receipt
xvhole
half years, ending Dec. 21. 11*02, will bd ready fop
Proposals will xtate the price per gun for the
it
of the Brand Trunk ««“w»y
delivery, at the
operation' de-eri.be in detail the manner iu which
Co. of Canada, in Poitlaml.on and after the 12th ln,t.
they
is proposed to put iu the baud : the number
w ill be
The Scrip will hear dale January 1.1868, with iuterwill baud per month: and the time which
and
cat. at 4 per cent, per annum, payable at tho same
required to do the xvhole work, flic method
the time required for doing the work, as well as the 1 P 1
which
tbe
iu
elements
considering
Arrangemottt, have also been made, bydamn
I price, will be important
in
ami awarding the contract,
partiea entitled to the Scrip, by prewutiug
orders
of
other
iu
or
but
n
from
ow
right,
their
any parties
jiersons, maki
Ao bids will bo considered
of
ing even hundred dollars, may receive mstead oftho
such as are actually engaged in the manufacture
the opinScript, certificate* upon tho same terms, timeaud
troll and heavy machinery, and who are.in
1
Interest, with Coupon* attached for theinteiest.
ion ot !b> Department, fully prep real to execute
this
n
to
not
know
Thi* mode will much facilitate the collection of the
1“ the case of parties
the woik
interest and save expense iu the number of St amps
evidence to the foregoing effect must

uwui

vii s? °,a

ciivof

Arsenal,

appointed

NOTICE

oiee

[ids
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Department,

sureties, to the amount of
will be required for the
cent, of tbe bixi.
fifty
retiililllrnent of tint coutract; and the Government
if deemed
right to reject at.) or all bids,

Her

Street,

Wo

Middle Street Hew

office uutil tl'c H-ith day of October next, for
SEALED
IS tSIHXG ami DVSMNQ Urn 42-pounder Guns,

iorvesTl"

“Proposals for Band“““oposaD will be endorsed
will ire addressed
Brigaiw/pMVumlcrs." and
D. Ramsay .thief of Ordnance,

used.
Orders will, in aH cases, be required when parties
iu persou for the Scrip, or ft»r tfctlKM'
('ll AS. K BA 1'KBTT,
oct8oodl«8w
Attorney of U. T. R. H. Cp.

do uot api ly
est now due.
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George
!h«Yg'ueral City.
w» thington
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GEO> D. RAMSAY,
Brig. General, Chief of Ordnance.
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Flour and Pilot Bread.
RBLS. Washington Mill, Float, mad*

1UU

from White Wheat.

500 Boxes Pilot Broad,
For sale by
««8 itt

__

»• T. CHAM,

J

1
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She was duly horrified of course, but she
would not let the children percive it. She,
intended to he as self-possessed as the most

_MISCELLANY.

vettran.
She entered the school house and they followed her, making more noise than a flock of
sheep. Alas for the blue eyes and the rosy
cheeks! Dirty faces abounded; evidently the
price of molasses had not como up in Rosolawn. Some of the little darlings sucked their

School.

BY CLARA AUGUSTA.

the committee of the Roseyoung lady to take charge
of the summer term ofthe Roselawn school,
Good wages will be paid to one who can
bring the requisite attainments to work.
Roselawn is situated in a most delightfully
romantic part of the State; near a lake of
some extent, and affords every facility for
eqjoyment usually found in a country place.
The society is excellent. The church is
scarcely a moment’s walk from tire school-

“WAVrun—By

lawn District,

a

chewed spruce gum, and some
much absorbed looking at the
“school inarm,” to keep their mouths otherwise employed than standing wide open.
“Come to order!” said Arabella, with dig-

thumbs,

for the next two

|

weeks,

with a beaming countenance. Then
she read it aloud to her mother, in her best

style of elocution. Mrs. Whiting scarcely
appreciated it, though buried as she was in at
easy-chair and a novel.
‘•Isn’t it charming?" asked Arabella.
Her life had been a strangely unevcnlful

one, and at nineteen she was weary of existance, if one could judge from the die-away
sonneta composed in the privacy of her
chamber, ami exhibited only to her dear
friend Matilda Grubb.
Mrs. Whiling was loath to consent to Iter

ten feet square, filled witli boxes, rags, and
men, smoking spitting and

rough looking
talking politics.

Arabella wanted to scream at the sight of
them but her dog screamed for her—so loudly as to draw the attention of the company

proprietress.

“Is Mr. Sawyer here ?” site ventured to ask,
voice.

“I’m the chap!” said a tall, shock-headed
man, in a blue roundabout, rising; “and now,
who be you ?”
“I am Miss Maude Arabella Whiting-”
“The new school inarm ? Why land sakes!
what have you brung your dog for? You
iwvv

vv

nvvj;

nvilWi

HilU

Imr

UiUl JU

This was a little too much. Arabella reden
cd—seized the stove poker and gave Bill a
blow that lie had cause to reinember many aday. He lied screaming from the house, and
the other children snatched their diuner pails
and fled likewise.
Arabella went back to the city the next day
She was taken sodcnly ill, she said; teachiug
did not agree with her.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L

tPtlvJv/ DJ X if failing to cure in less time than
any other physician, more effectually and permawith less restraint from
or fear ol
nently,

Single Ladies;
AID DELICATE DISORDER8 ;
Mercurial A fleetiors; Eruptions and all Diseases ol
the 8Ida; fleers of tM Kom,1 hroat and Body; Pimples on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
and the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OK MAKKIED.
DR L. DIX'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicoit street, Boston,Mass*,
Is so arranged that
patients never sco or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his r< sidrnce.con*

DR.

DIX

S THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE THYSIC IAN
VERTISING IN BOSTON.

AD-

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to inanv Citizens,Publishers, Merchants,

Ac.,

Hotel Proprietors,
that ho is much recommended, and particularly to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more nnmerous in Boston than other

large cities,

I)R L. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him iu critical cases,
because ofliis acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promises and pretensions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and less as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, unknown;
not only assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted iu the diplomas, but to further their
imposition assume names of other most celebrated physiciaus long since dead. Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts, Specilics,&c.. most of which,
if not all. contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything,” but now know n
to “kill moro than Is cured.’' and those not killed,
constitutionally injured for life.

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DO( TORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,knowno
other
remedv, he relies upon Mercury, and
ing
gives it to all hispalients iu pills, drops. &c., ’so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled F^xtracts. Specific, Antidote, kc., both
relying
linnn

broad-shouldered, handsome young
tallow in his shirt sleeves, advauced anil
pel”
formed the delicate operation, as politely as
could have been expected under the circuma

stances.
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ORDINANCE CONCERNING EVERGREEN

AX

CEMETERY.

ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the City of Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows
SK« t. 1—No person shall cut down or
remove rut
of the standing trees Within Evergreen
Cemetery except by the written permit of the Committee on
Cemeteries and Public Grounds. And
any person
violating this section shall bo liable to a penalty of
not less than five and not more than
titty dollars for
each offence.
Be it

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, l
Oct. 5,1803.
J
.....
1 Ins bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained.
JACOB Mc LELLAN, Mayor.
In Common Council, Oct. 5,18C3.
This bill having been twice road, passed to be ordained.
THUS. K. TWITCHELL, President.
Approved Oct. 6, IMS.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.
A true copy, attest,
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
0Ct7d2w

quackery.

DR. L. DU’S
charges are very moderate. Communications
credly confidential, and all may rely on him w ith the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Mediciuesscntby Mail and Express to allpnjts of

the United States.
All letters requiring advice mutt contain one
to insure an auswer.

dollar

Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicottstrcct,Boston,

M ass.
Boston, Jan. 1,1863.

ly

mO THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. I.
A I)IX particularly invites all ladies w ho need a
Jlfetlical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms,No.
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass., which they will

Monday moruing at nine o'clock school
commenced
find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dk. DIa having devoted over twenty yearstothis
There was a crowd of children, of all sizes
branch
of
the
treatment of alf diseases peparticular
around the door of the school-house, when
culiar to females, it is now conceded by nil (both in
Arabella came in sight of the edittcc. It was
this country and in* Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners iu the safe,
a ^brownish building, destitute of glass in
speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints.
most of the windows; a stove pipe stuck
Hi- Me dicine- are prepared with the express purthrough the roof, from which the wind and the pose of removing ail diseases, such as debility, weaklingers of time had torn most of the shingles. ness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the
It was delightfully situated on the shores of womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
a frog pond, even now vocal with the long- I
prepared
to treat iu his peculiar style, both medically ana surdrawn strains ol the green coated inhabitants.
gically, all diseases of the female sex, and they are
"Here comes school uiarm!'’ yelled the lioys I respectfully invited to call at
No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston.
In chorus, as Arabella appeared— “that's she! [
Allletters requiring advice must contain one dol
Golly 1 see the rutiles on her gownd! She's
lar to ensure an answer.
got a red head! Bully for her!”
Boston. Jan. 1. IR68
“Brother Sam seed her over to the depot
eodly
last night,” said,Tommy Taylor, and he sed
ov a
she had the funniest thing on her head and
S c oil a P
alap dog and a patent Gercrybaldwin jacket
over her shoulders!”
AFLOAT.
“What’s that she’s got iu her hand ?” exQIL’S POLLOCK, cargo ol Schooner
t Barrington.
claimed Bill Jenkins, narrowly scrutinizing
oct'i d2w
DANA & TO.
Arabella’s portfolio.
“It’s got a lock into it
jest like niarm's chist of drawers! who ever
St*
Louis
Flour*
heard of bringing a bureau to school ?”
LOUIS FLOUR, for sale by
These and a score of other like exclamations
1*. F. YARNUM, Commercial street,
fainted Arabella pi the came up the lane.
head Widgtry’i wharf.
Jyl8 diftf

N

C*00
ST.

oWoek

RAILROAD.

General's Office,
Washington, D. C\, October 3,1803.

Surgeon

STEAMBOATS.

MEDICAL.

International Steamship Go.

MORETESTIMOAIALS!

p. u.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a.m. and 3.00

^

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00*.

m. aud
B.30 p. m.
1 hose trains will take aud leave
passengers at way
1
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and P.oston daily.

JOHN BUSSELL, Jit.. Sup't.
je8 edtf

Portland, Mar. 10,1SC3.

sound.

Applications must be made to the Secretary of
War, or through the Surgeon General of the Army,
stating tbo residence of the applicant, and the date
and place of his birth, and they must also bo accompanied by respectable testimonials of moral char-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday next, passenger
gw^TrilaS trains will leave depot ot Grand Ti uuk

HflBflKffl

Railroad

C. II. CRANE,
Surgeon U. S. Aimy,

oc8 3t

Cavalry

Office

Bureau,

Chief Quarterm aster,
Washington, I). C., August 15,1853.
PROPOSALS are solicited and will bo received at
this office for flic furnishing of CAVALRY
HORSES, to be delivered at Pittsburg, Pa., Philadelphia, Washington City, Syracuse, N. Y., oj Indianapolis, I nd.
Proposals will be considered for the furnishing of
Homes in lots of uot less than twenty-five (25). The
Horses to be from fifteen (15) to sixteen (lfi) bands
high, from live (5) to nine (9) years old, well broken
to the saddle, compactly built, iu good flesh, and free
from all defects.
The ability of the bidder to fulfil bis agreement
must be guaranteed by two resnonisble persons,
whose signal tires must be appended tothe guarantee.
Tho responsibility of the guarantors must be shown
by the official certificate of the Clerk of the nearest
District Court, or of the United States District Attorof

the

1

inPortland,

Cavarly Bureau.

Kpiviire of Unndfi.

Collector’s Office,
)
District of Portland and Falmouth, [
Portland, July 9,1863.
)
TfcTOTIOKis hereby given that the following doX$ scribed Goods have been seized at this port for a
violation of the Revenue Laws, viz:

One box containing three watches on hoard steamship Jura; tluoe pieces woolen cloth on hoard steamship Hibernian; one thousand cigars at T. L. Libby’s
house; three bbls. sugar on board brig J. Polleao;
one bbl. sugar on board sch C. D. Horton; four bbls.
molasses on Smith’s wharf; three bbls. molasses at
P. Randall & Sou’s store; one bbl. sugar on board
brig Loch Lomond. Any i>erson,or persons, desiring the sonic, are requested to appear aud make such
claims within ninety days from the dav of the date
hereof. Otherwise the said goods will be disposed of
in accordance with the act of Congress, approved
April 2, 1841.
JEDRDIAII JEWETT, Collector.
jylO dtf

First District Maine,
Portland. August 20th. 1863.)
REWARD of Ten Dollars ($10) and the reasonable expenses incurred, w ill be paid to any person for the apprehension and delivery of a Deserter
at these Head quarters.

A

order Provost Marshal General.
CHARLES 11. DOUGHTY,
Capt. and Provost Marshal.

a.

aug?l d3m

Provost Marshal’s Office,
First District, State or Maire,

t

Portland, October 2d, 1868. (
DRAFTED MEN wlio do not report at this
Office on or before October loth, 1863, w ill be
considered and treated as DESERTERS. Such men
are notilied that after that time, being examined by
the Surgeon of the Board and if passed Good, they
will be held to personal service.

A3.3.

CHARLES

oc3 toclO

II.

DOUGHTY,

Captain and Provost Marshal.

TWELFTH

ANNUAL

tf

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

REPORT

On and after Monday, April G, 1868,
rains will leavo Portland for Lewiston
via /Jrunxwick, at 1.00 and 8.15 P. M.
Leavo Portland for Farmington,via Brunswick, at
I.00 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Bath and Portland,9.10 a.m
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland G.00 aud
II. 40 A.M.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stage leave* Strickland'* Ferry Tuesday*, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, l’eru
and Dixtield; returning opposite day*.
Stage leave* Farmington lor New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingfiold, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Monday* and Friday*,
Farmiugton daily, for Strong, Avon
a
Passenger* lor this route will take tho cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebeo & Portlaud Depot*, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.
* armington April 1, 1363.
ap6 dtf
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R.R.

Commencing: April G,
7SBEX39D

^Augusta tor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 5.80and
11.16 A.M..connecting at Brunswick with trains on
the Androscoggin Railroad for Lewiston, Earming*
ton,
Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin R. K.
trains for all stations on that road and at Augusta
with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Waterville, Kendall's Mills and SI At began: and at KenAc.

uan

o

.iiiii." ut

>a

ujc«»r,

Portland for Hath and Angunta at 8.16 P. M.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
STACK COXNECTIOKK.

Stages leave

Bath daily for Rockland at».00 A.M.
3.00 P. M.
Leave Augusta for Rockland at 9.00 A.M. Augusta fdr Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.

icy Holders,.
Paid for Salaries, Kents, Medical Examinations, fcc...
Paid Commissions to Agents,
Paid Dividend to Guarantee
Stockholders,.
Paid for re-insurance,_
Paid for Surrendered and Canceled Policies,.
Capital

and

Assets

Augusta. April6, 1863.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
[KBB On and after Monday, April 6th, 1863,
rains will leave as follows, until further
orders:
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6.16 and 9.00
AM, and 8.80 T. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7.46 A. M., and

2.00 and 6.20 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.00 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at
dally forSouth Windham, Windham Centre auo Great tails.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Staudish, Steep

Saccarappa

Falls, Baldwin. Scbago, Bridgton. Hiram, Limington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield, Lovell, Fryeturg and Conway, Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and
Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle
South Limington, Limington and Limerick.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newflcld, Parsonsflcld, Effingham,Freedom,
Madison, Eaton Cornish, Porter, Ac.
ap5 dtfDAN CaRPENTER. Sup’t.

FOB rHTKICIAKS’

For Females,
2*

Weakly

393 82

41

follows:

Mortgages on Real Estatc,(unincumbered). *213,350 00
Loan Notes, (with interest accrued.)
177,777 24
Three Hundred aud Twenty-Three Shares
Bank Stock.
27,529 25
•
Loans on Collaterals and persona! securities. 31.100 00
United Slates Treasury Securities,. 74,544 30
Micbigau State Bond,.
1.00000
Real Estate, (at cost.)..
9,632 24
Deferred Premiums and Agents' accounts. 51,9l-»2 46
Cash on hand,
17,972 92
_

*604,80S 41

Portland Office, I CD Fore St..

JOHN W. HUNGER & SON, Agents.
sept22 tf

nership,

name

CUE.

for

tho transaction of

CO.,

of V.
Ilanson, 140 Middle Street,
and wo trust, by c!o#e application, to merit a sharo
of the public patronage.
V. «
HAXSOX.
ELIJAH VAIIXRY.
Portland, Sept. 1,1863.
5cptl6 dtf

Copartnership Notice.
FI1IIK undersigned have this day formed
JL nerbhip uuder the name and stylo of

a

copart-

NOYES, HOWARD & CO.,

for the transaction of the

Dissolution of Copartnership.

rPHEcopartnership

heretofore existing under tho
J
namo of WOODBURY & HARRIS is this day
dissolved bv mutual consent. The accounts of tho
late firm will remain at tile old stand, tor adjustment,
and either party w ill use the firm name in liouida*
tion.
N. 1* WOODBURY,
W. W. HARRIS.

Portland, Sept. 1,1603

Groceiy and Commission Business,
occupied by them

September 1,1863.

at No. Uncom-

W. W. IIA UK IS,

A. A. ATWOOD.
sept4 dtf

undersigned have this day
rpiIK
JL
under the name of
nership

a

copart

N, P. WOODBURY.

Portland, Sept. 1,1883.

LVh 1ft

K>U

septldtf

riff

I

1)11

IVCC

i.«n4

Portland and

York Strainers,

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

Tim

splendid and fast Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE," Capt. Willett,

and "POTOMAC,” Captain Sherwood, will, until farther notice, run

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Tier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up withfineaccommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
as

Rooms.

Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.

Shippers aro requested to send their freight to the
•(earners as early as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
t For freight nr passage apply to
'EMERY ft FOX, Brown hi Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 We«tStreet,
New Y’ork.
Dec. 6.13J2.

w

6

rr

statement of

Europe forits

medicinal and

beneflcls

as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent phy5icians,
used in
European and American Hospitals, and by
some of the first families in Europe ana America.

TONIC

equal, causing an appetite and building up
system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valas no

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficialiu Dropsy,Gout
A

as possessing medical properties superior
physicians
to
other wines in
and an excellent article for

use,
debilita.ed persons, and the aged and
improving tho appetite,and bonefittingladies

auy
all weak and

infirm,
and children.

LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or pthrrliquors. and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, and a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

complexion.

WE REFER TO
a few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
C»en. Winfield Scott,USA. Dr. Wilson. 11th st.,N Y,
Gov. Morgan, N.Y .State. Dr. Ward. Newark, N.J.

Dr.J.R.Chilton,N.Y.City.
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
Drs.Parcyfc Nicholl.Ncw-

Dr. Dougherty, Newark.
N. J.
Dr. Marcy, New York.

ark, N.J.
| Dr.Cummings,Portland
llayes, Boston.
|
tT*None genuine without the signatur© of“ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork oi
each bottle.
^TMAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER,Proprietor
Vineyard—Passaic. New Jersey.
Office—208Broadwav,New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.

Soldin Portland by II. H.

ing Agent.

I?.

IIAY,Druggist.Supply
dec22dly

FULLER,

to

IrJAUl
.W

This new and centrally located
Hotel is First Class in ail its appointments.
jjy*" Maud one of the most home-like hou'caiu New
England. Charges moderate.
O. C. ROLLINS, Proprietor.
jy20 d3m
LAND-

Bowdoin

And dealer in

Linseed Oil, Spirits Turpentine, Albert
and Benzole Spirits.
Office 280 Congress Street, Portland tic.
jelO

4uid& w

New and Second Hand Furniture,

Street

was so

FURNISHING GOODS.
nuyli (It t

•

•

•

•

Exchange Street,

Premium* may be paid ia tan yearn—ne forfeiture

after.

WILLARD PHILLIPS, Preeident.
Bm»d. F. Stitkbs, Secretary.
Poileiea are Imaed oa the lift, or for a tors of yean,
t,e<li,or, “»7 <■«»■«
thrirdebtora
“** attaatioa to tba fact that a
!£?0t¥TL.'i
Life Insurance i« the cheapest end rafrst
,u

policy

The undersigned will wait upon penom desiring
effect Life fnturance, at hie office, or at their own
piece of bniineee.and assist them in making applica-

to

References in Portland may be made to tha follow-

ing parties: Messrs II J. Libby k Co., Steele k
••■T**. ®*v» Carter, Jr., Mesere. Howard k Straut,
Leo. W. Woodman.Esq., Messrs. John
Lynch A Co.,
Heiekiah Faokard, Esq.

JOHN W.

travelling community

to call and

see

if

of the PILES!

By \VM. CARR, Bath, Mo.
Bufferingsixfcen years, and trying everything that could be found in the market recommended for that complaint, without finding any relief, the inventor of this compound thought be would
try an experiment, and
succeeded in finding a
remedy that has effected a permanent cure. Alter
waiting four years for the purpose ot ascertaining
whether the cure was
and not having had
the slightest touch of It during that time, he then
advertised it in the Bath Times for one
year. Since
its introduction it has proved itself to be the best remedy ever brought before the public for this complaint.
It is made of different thing* that grow in tho
fields and pastures,that are good for any one to take.
It has been taken by children but three years old,
and from that up to people of seventy years, and has
effected a ciue in almost every case, tome people
are troubled with other complaints in connection

AFTER

finally

perfect,

ATL ANT IC

Mutual Insurance

WallSt.,(cor. of WiUinm)Now York,
January 17th, IMS.
Insurance against Marine and In*
land

VIZ:—
United State, and Slate or Now York
Stock, City. Bank and other Stoeke, *2.834,960 66
mured by 8tock«.andotherwiae. 1,444.210 4T
l^an;
Real hatate and Bond, and Mortgagee.
234,MO 00
Dirhleodt ob Stocks, Interest on Bonds
nnd Mort jrages and ot her
Loans,sandrp

Botes, re-insurance and other claims
das the Company, estimated at
ItS SS8 61
»»d Bill. Rceeirable,
2,444.082 84
Premium.Note.
Cull in Bank,
227,403 20
*7,190.794 64

l^The whole Prof te of the Company

r.

Certiacateaareiuued,

Dividend Jib. 27th, 1848,40 per ct.

The Front, of tbe Company, naeartained
from the let of July, 1842, to the let of
January, 1882, for which* Certificates
were limed, amount to
S13.7fi9.790
Additional from lit January, 1862, to let
January, 1869,
1,7402)00

Th.c.rtT^«^?>ra,h.v.
been redeemed by cash.
Tho*. Tiicaton,
Henry Coit,
W

T.

IIOPKINS
Has opened this

CENTRAL

fish

To accommodate

our

market
citizens.

FRESH. SALT AND SMOKED FISH.
Of every description, and Lobsters, to be had at this
establishment.
Orders w ill be answered and delivery made to those
who may desire. Open until 8 o’clock P. M.
je24 tf

Itlary!aml Oak Timber.
landing per brie Trenton, consisting of plank stocks, windless pieces, stem,
transoms, risers. Ac., for sale by
MvGlLVERY, RYAN k DAVIS,
101 Commercial stmt,
octl dtr

A

CARGO

now

S. T.

C. A. Hand,

Nlcoll,

Joah'n J Henry, Watts Sherman,
C.Piekor.gi]]. Geo.G.Uobeon, I E. Morgan,

any cause, and

Application, forwarded and OTEN FOLIC IB

after all-.other remedies of ths kind

procured by

have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least Injury to health in any ease.
HTIt is put up in bottles ot three

JOHN W. HUNGER,
Vo. 166 Fore St, hood of long Whnrf,
Portland, Iniie
Ieb8

me

Uaeodkw6t34

strength, S8 per bottle.

tW~ REMEMBER- Th is medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is war-

ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
FT BE WA HR OF IMITA TIOXS • None genuine end wsrranted, unless purchased directly of Dr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence, B. I.
KjrT'his Specialty embraces ill diseases of u private nature. Doth or MEN snd WOMEN, by a regular! y educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
kF~OoDsultntions by letter or otherwise are strictty confidential,end medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet xxtxxat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, wlthoat«mp
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and skill, and whose only
recommendation is their own felse and
extravagant
of themselves. If,
assertions, in
you would avoid beina humbugged, take no man’s
matter
wnat
no
his
word,
pretensions are, bat
MAKE INQUIRY;—It will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising
sicians, in nine cases on. of ten, are bogus, there is
In trusting any of them, unless you know
no
who and what
are.
Dr.
M. will send vans, by enclosing ons
FT

JOHN W. MUNGER A SON,
HABIVE, FIRE * LIFE

INSURANCE,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

therefore,

praise

Marine

phy-

safety

TUI

goet and Frtighte per voyage, at current
any pari of the tcorld. Parties desiring
will And it for their interest to CALL.

as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp and
on Private Diseases

returned If desired. Address

HULL RISKS
War (flaks Taken.

FIRE

_

to

theTadies.

Fire and Karine Ina. Co.,

Spring*

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Cub Capital and Surplus Jan. 1, 18*3.$408,618

City Fire Insurance Company,
NEW

HAVgp,

CONN.

Cash Capital and Surplus Dec. 1,1883..$383,004

Koward Fire Insurance

Company,

BOSTON. MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus Not.1, 18*3.$163,884

Sliot Fire Insurance

Company,

BOSTON. MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus Not. 1, 1863.$333,078

Merchant*’ Insurance

Company,

PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Cash Capital and Surplus Not. 80,1883.0306,884

American Insurance

Company,

PROVIDENCE, H.l.
Cash Capital and Surplus Dec. 31, 1843.$313,604
1

I

Atlantic-Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
PROVIDENCE,
L'ash Capital and

Infirmary.

T\ R HUG HES particularly invites all Ladies whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s EcloctioRenovating Medicinesareunrivalled in offioaoy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in nil eases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
the toast injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part ofthecountnr with Dili directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

M8TRMCE,
-BT-

a

JLr

1

R.

I.

Surplus Dee. 1,1883.*304.834

Policies issued against loss or dama ge bp Eire, for
inp amount wanted. Risks taken on Dwelling
lloases from one to lire years.

LIFE
Mew

INSURANCE.

England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

BOSTON.
kssetts over.$3,400,004

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
kssetts OTer....

N. B.-LADIE8 desiring may consult one of their
own sex. A Iftdy of experience in constant attendance.

(uUdiwUI

rales, to
Insurants

To any amount—placed In reepoaiibie Office..

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street,(oorner of Middle),
Portland*
B^*S«nd stamp for Circular.
Jull—d&wtfft

Eclectic Medical

Insurance.

undersigned would respectfully notify tho
Public thst th«T are prepared to take MARINE
RISKS on Shipe, Barquce, Brige, Schooner 9, Car-

they

cured.
All correspondence strictly con Aden tialand will

Ye. 110 Federal Street.

10,278,660

Lewi* Carti*.
David Laae,
H. J. How tend,
Chu U. Unwell, James Brvee,
BenJ. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgis.Jr., Fletcher Weetray,
P. A.Hargoui,
H. K. Bogart,
R. B. Mltt.ru,Jr.,
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan.,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauneey.
Royal Phrlpf,
Caleb Barstow, Deuni. Perkin., James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE,3d VioePree l.

CAR._

—

*i4mTao

TRU.iKEI,
John D. Jones, A. P. PlUot,
Jo.. Galllard, Jr,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M.Wiley, J. Hear Barge.
W. H. H. Moore, Dan'lS. Mtlier, CorneliuCirinu.il

K.

PRIVATE

AT

uune munr, until re-

deemed.

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMKNAGOGl'l.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtuos unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have felled,
U
for both married and sindesignedand
is the very best thing
ladies,
gle
known for the purpose, as It win
bring on the monthly sickness in cases

obstructions, from

revert t

the amused, nnd are divided muiuv,
upon the
Premium.terminated during theyear, and for which

Infirmary.

—

Navigation Rieka,

Assets, over Severn MUlton Dollars,

“*•*«

FILTHY FISH MARKET!

Company,

51

MEN,
generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AXT COXFIDEXC K WUA TK VBR.
jy Orders by mail promptly attended to. Writs
unim
Ills
*•»*'*»
IIU'MICIUtt
your uddrees plainly, an d d tree t to DR. M ATT I SON,
will cure ©very disease that people are subject to. but
I
as above.
dec€dawly30
those troubled with the Piles needuot
despair. Many
who have been troubled with the Piles but a few
*
rears, have been cured by the use of a single bottle;
DR. HUGHES*
but for those who have had the disease in their blood
twenty or thirty years, it will require more.
Eclectic
Medical
This medicine has been taken by hundreds in the
city of Hath and its icinity. and has proved to bo
Established for the treatment of those diseases in
the BEST It EM ED >' ever discovered for the above
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
complaint. It is got np expressly for the Piles, but
delicacy.
for Inflammation of the llowels it is second to none.
CONSULTATIONS.-Dr. Hughes has
The inventor, wishing to send it to other cities and
for a number of years confined hfs attention to
towns to let the
satisfy themselves of its healdiseases of a certain class. During his practice he
people
ing and cleansing virtues, has been at the expense oi
has treated thousands of cases, and in uo instance
securing a patent.
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
Agents fob roRTi.A!n>—Y.. S. Whittier. II. II.
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
llay, and E- L. Stauwood.
j> 31 d3m
diet. Dr. nughesisin constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, ft Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
ple
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies oure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures withmUE subscriber most respectfully begs leave io inout the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
JL form the citizens of Portland and viciuity that
he lias been appointed an uftdcrtaker. with all tho
remedies; cares new oases in a lew hours; cures Without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury; but
legal rights and privileges to bury or remove the
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
dead that ‘he superintrndeut has. and is now ready
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
to attend to that duty in the most careful manner.
proper
I have a new FUNERAL CAB, such as is used alremedy is used. The ingredients are entirely veget
most entirely in Rnston, New York, and other large
ble, and no Injurious effect, either constitutional!
cities, which I propose to use at the funerals I attend
locally, can be caused by using them.
as undertaker, at the shiiu* price that other underYOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
takers charge for the city hearse, ami nothing extra
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in yonth,
from the old price. The poor alwavs liberally conthe effects of which are pain and dissiness in the
sidered by
JAS. M. CURRIER,
head, forgetftilness, sometimes a ringing in the ears
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inSexton of Rev. Dr. Shader's Church,
sanity if neglected, are speedily and
ty Residence No. 7 Chatel Strut. jy23d6m
permanently7

NEW FUNERAL

HUNGER, Agent,

No. 160 Fore Street, head of Long Wharf,
doclff
PORTLAND. ME.
eodlye

The Great Indian Remedy
FOB FEMALES.

uarter

making e provision for one’s fsmilv.”—Ben*

Jemiu Frnnklin.

different strengths, with full directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES-F all strength, fflO; half strength, Mi

HOUSE.”

or

mode of

Charles S. Harkov,
Sarak E. Harkov,
Hast A. Harkov.
Jiatiffor, JfotNS, April 3d.

House, Cohas«et.

c°“p,nj

• 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.

that I told

DAVIS,

h“

la*”’

oase

of

br

$336,000.

my eaae exactly.
much astonished to

BOSTON.

earning! to tha Ilf.
,o“°
co“p‘ai-

M

Premium* may bs paid in oaib, or in qaartorlr or
seml-annnal pay menu; or when for whole
lire, they
nmy be paid half eaah, and tha balance In cash on
WUh
AmoBnt >»ke* la one
rtek

disease.

DK

nat

1.1WA

think that she told me
her that I woald take her medicines, not haring the least faith that they would do
me any good, or that 1 should get the
slightest relief
from any coarse whatever; Anally I took the medicine and went home. In one week from the time I
commenced taking the medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me In seven hours; and my fellow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relief
to me. I had not been able to lie down in bed at
night before this for two jean. Now I can lie down
with perfect ease. I have teken her medioiae for
eight months, and am as well as any man could wish
to be, and no signs of dropsy. I would advise all
that are sick to go and consult Mr,. Mauchttier,
even It they
have been given ap by other physicians. I have sent her a number of cases of other
diseases, and she hie cured them also. Go and see
for yourselves. I had no faith, but now my frith
cannot bo shaked in her skill ia telling and enring

House,

A Patent Compound for the Cure

-AND-

128 & 130

rpi1I8 Company dlrideslts

me

correctly,

BOWDODt STREET,

A NEW DISCOVERY!

JOS. L. KELLEY k CO.,)

Varnish and Japan Manufacturer,

Boston.
CASH CAPITAL,••.STS,94A 74, INVESTED

A REMARKABLE CURE OF A CASE OF DROPST CUBED BY MRS. MANCHESTER.
This is to certify that X hare been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. I have been to physicians in Boston, New York
aud Philadelphia. They all told me that
they could
do nothing for me, unless they tapped me, and assured me that by tapping I could live bnt a short
timo. I had made up my mind to go home and lire
as long as I could with the disease, and then die.
On
my way home I stayed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what
my mind was
in regard to my disease. They finally persuaded me
to go and see Mrs. Manchester. She examined me
and told

England Life Insurance

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1,1841

may bo of service to others
to give it to you.
was taken tick about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a
very bad
form. 1 applied to four different physicians, bnt received no benefit nnlil I called on yon. At that timo
I bad given np busineat, and was in a
very bad state,
but alter taking yonr medicine for a short time I began to recover, and in two months I was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and
can traly say that by your skill 1 am a
perfectly healJosbi>h Davis.
thy man.
Boston i Maine Depot, Portland, Me.
my

ANCE.

C O n P A N v.

[Copyright second.)

Every family,at thissoason,should usethe
8AMBUCI WINE,

qualities

New

angl7 ink outlied

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE,
Junction of Exchange, Con arc 8$ and
A
tTOIft Lime Streets. opposite new City flail. Port-

•

celebrated in

LIFE I

similarly afflicted, I hasten
This is briefly my cate—I

Orvica Hours—From 8 A. K. till S

L

cc

CURED.
Mrs. Manches-

ONE OF THE GREATEST CURES on RECORD.
SIbb. Manchester—Dear Madam .'—Thinking a

H O T E L S.

g

£
i

see

March with a daughter of mine troubled with
for which she bad been doctored for
five years, and by a number ot
physicians of all
kinds; and sho bus had twenty-one applications ol
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she continually grow worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told mo the flnt
causo of the disease, and how she had boen from time
to time, which encouraged me to try her modleines.
1 did so, and now my daughter is able to ho around
the house all ot the time. She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
1 tbink in a short timo she will be restored to perfect
health. Sinco my daughter has been doctoring, 1
hat c heard of a great many cases that Mrs. Mancbt s
tor has cured. 1 think if any person deserves patronage it is the one who trios to preserve the health
of tho siok and suffering; and I know that she uses
every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
8auah L. Knights,
patients.
Georgs Knights,
Abbt E. Knights,
Emma Knights.
Bransicick, Maine, August 6th.

~
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that I went to

ter last
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he knows "how to keep a liotei.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate
charges are the inducements lie holds out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to the “Forest
City.”
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19,1868.
dtf

1

It I
the

certify

spioal disease,

I

TU E undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased tho above House,
on Federal Street, Portland, -«nd invitee

SOUTHARD & WOODBURY,
for the transaction of a FLOUR AND UOMMISSION BUSINESS, at storcNo.78Commercinlstrcet.
W. I.. SOUTHARD,

for baggage to
and that person-

al, nnlcss notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every 8500 additional value.

“ELM

-DEALERS IN-

formed

Cabin.91.50
Deck. 1.26

ft?

JOHN CROCKETT & CO.,

Copartnership.

and

TERMS,.$1,50 PER DAY.
Jy20 d3m

£

(Successor

Notice.

fPUE undersigned liavo iorrard a copartnership
A under the name and style of
U AH It IS, ATWOOD & CO.,
and, having purchased the stock of Woodbury ft
Harris, will continue tho
at store recently
mercial street.

on

w. F.

sept! dtf

C'opitiiitrrsliip

’*

Late Proprietor of the Minot

Dr.

Ru*ine«s,

EXCHANGE STREET.
N. W. NOYES.
1. L. HOWARD.
Portland, July 1, 18G3.
jy8 dtf
A T NO. 35

Fare in

Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible
any amount exceeding $50 in value,

*-

*

A

a

Boot, Shoe and Leather Business,
at the old stand

Store anil Furnace

3Ior.day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Friday, at 7 o’clock 1*. M.

every

SPInTlTDISEASE

OF

CASE

This is to

BY

Is not a
from tho Juice of the Portugal JSambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and

Copart-

a

of

V. C. 1IAY SOY &

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesdav, Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday. al7o clock 1*. M.. and India Wharf, Boston,

Persons and Invalids

SPEER'S WINE
mixture or manufactured article, but is pure

Copartnership Notice.

1 Boston Line.

nil

Corner Alston }

AFT,I 1IKAnn,ntlA

under the

Portland

34

AS A

F. B. BACON, Secretary.

SOMERBY, Agent.

A.

the

22,079 07 *116,728 10

The undersigned have this day formed

JylSdtf

5

.3

7,000 00

on

the wharf.

C

2,05107

Surplus.*604,898

C. RICE, President,

and Friday
mornings, and making all the landings as above.
For freight or passage please apply at the Office

9
8
C

15,646 45
15,258 78

W hoi.* number of Policies in force .3,102.
Amount at risk,.*6,748,400.

Monday, Wednesday

(.[333

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD.

CS

as

on

ap4tf

l'ork A Cumberland Railroad.

$51,400 00

August 1,1863, invested

mornings, at 6 o’clock,
the arrival of the Boston steamers, for
ROCK LAN D, BELFAST and BANCOR, making all
the landings except Searsport.
Returninq—Will leave Bangor every
Or

B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

1SG3.

Toid for
26 Policies..
Balance of distribution to Pol-

IJffn

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

and

Of Choice Oporto Grope,

$721,020 00

| W.

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

RECEIPTS.
Premiums received during the
year.$208,981 98
Received for War Permits.
7,643 30
Received for Interest, (including inter*.«t on Guarantee
Capital.). 22,388 09
Interest accrued on loan notes,
7,«ls 65 $246,532 02

The fast and favorite steamer DAXIEL WEBSTER. 800 tons. Captain
Charles Deering, leaves 0rand Trunk
» harf, Portland,
overy
jfiSaaisc*

1883.

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) a« follows.

SPEER’S SA1WBUCIWIAE

DISBURSEMENTS.
Claims by Death, on

For the Penobscot River.
■nil

Is constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of
tho astonishing cures performed by bor.
Among
many rocently received arc the follow ing, which are
commended to the notice of the afflicted. Mrs. Manchester may bo consulted at
No. X1 Clapp’s Block, Boom No. 6.
A

THE STEAMERS

MASSACHUSETTS
August 1,

PARKS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

-OF THE-

Guarantee Capital,(allpaid up).$l<v>,00000
Reserve, August 1,1862,. 376,094 68

Week!

a

To St.John,by steamer,96.00 To St. Andrews, 94.60
4.00
Eastport,
4.75
Calais,
«
Mac bias,
6.00
Digbv,
and stage,
5.00
7.00
Mocckton,
7.50
Windsor,
7.00
Shediac,
S .50
Halifax,
8.25
Rederiue,
6.00
Charlottetown, 9.50
Fredericton,
HoultonAW oodstock,6.u0
11.25
I’icton,
The abovo Steamers connect at St. John with Euami
North
American Railroad for all stations
ropean
to Shediac. and from thence with Steamer Westmoreland lor Bedequo and Charlottetown, P. E.
I.f
and Picton. X.S., and with the Steamer
Emperor for
Windsor and Halifax, Nova Scotia, and with steam-'
or<« for V rederiefon.
Also at Eastport with stage for
Machias, and with Steamer Queen for Calais and St.
Andrews, and at the latter placo with N. B. A C.
Railroad for Houlton and Woodstock stations.
Through tickets will be sold on board by the clerk,
or at the agent’s office.
Returning, will leave St. John for Eastport, Portland and Boston, every Mouday and Thursday morning. at 8 o’clock.
No camnhone, turpentine, oil of vitriol, or other
explosive our.iing fluid, or materials which ignite by
lriction, taken by this lino.
Positively freight not received after 4 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays. For further information apt\ C. EATON, Agent,
ply to
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Mo.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Head Quarters Provost Marshal.

By

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

June 1,1863.

Proposals must

aug22dtf

lor Lewiston aud Auburn

Bangor

ney.

be addressed to Lieutenant-Colonel
C. Ci. Sawtello, Chief Quartermaster, Cavalry Bureau, and be endorsed on the envelope “Proposals
for Horses."
C. G. SAWTELLK,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Chief Quartormaser,

MRS. MANCHESTER

On and after Thursday, AprilDth,
tlieSicamer New Eholahu, Capt.
vd y
E. Field, and Steamer Flaw Biu’xbwick, (’apt. E. B. Winchester, will leave Itaiiroad
Wharf, foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 0 o’clock 1\ M., for Eastport and St. John.

gngjSgjgD

lor Horses.

Proposals

m.

and all intermediate stations at 1.10 p.
arrival of trains from Boston.
Returning trains leave Lewiston aud Auburn for
Portland at 6.30 a m.
Leave Bangor tor Portland at 7.80 a. m.
Both
trains connect with
through trains to Boston and
Lowell.
Freight train leaves Portland daily for all stations
on line ol this road at 8 a. m.
Tickets sold at the depot ol the Grand Truuk Railroad in Portland for all station* on this road.

acter.
No allowance is made for tbo expenses of persons
undergoing 4lie examination, as it is an indispensable prerequisite to appointment.
There are now* several vacancies in the Medical
Staff of the Regular Army.

Byirdor.

Two Trips

INSURANCE.

®

CALAIS & ST. JOHN.

....

For

AX

physically

F.ASTPORT,

ARRANGEMENTS,

Commencing April 61b. 1883.
Hffsgmg, Passenger Trains will leavo the Slalion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays
exSQBc^ISKe
1
cepted ) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at8.dSx.it. and 3.00

ji. on

Army Medical Board will meet in the city of
New York, on the 15th instant, for the examination of candidates for admission into the Medical
Staff of the Regular Army.
Applicants must be between 21 and 30 years of

age, and

SUMMER

7.45 A.

it

trumpeted iu various ways throughout the land: but
/lar! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, ii
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some
quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardless or the life and health of others, there nre those
among them who will even perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
fee" may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the
dollar" or “fraction of it" may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It it thus that many are deceived also,and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with

SACO A PORTSMOVTIl

————■■■■——

Sixty-three.

sequcntly no family interruption, so that on no accun any person hesitate applying at hi6 office.

boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted,except
by Quacks,who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he

RAILROADS.

the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and

count

down!”

passed

FOHTLAXP.

I neident to Married and

angular woman, came out to meet them.
“Deary me! is this the school marm? Why,
she looks eggsacly like Mariou Scrigglne,
don't she Eben ? Polly Marion’s a ter'ble trial
to her poor ma!—so proud, and full of vanity!
What's hapined to yer bunnit? I do hate the
sight of them bunnits! they look like a hod
with a flower garding in front of it.
Whose dog is that nre? Deary me! how
ugly he is! Come in do! Ben’ll hist yer
down. Here, Ben, come and hist the school

which our heroine

In

SECRET

box.”
Sam did as directed, and Arabella mounted
the box, and from thence reached the wheel
of the cart. She tumbled in with so much
force as to dislodge poor Pet, (who brought
up in a neighboring mud puddle,) and crushed
in the brim of her bonnet till it bore a
strong
resemblance to an old-fasheoned chaise top.
Sam rescued the dog, wiped him on a piece
of newspaper, and restored him to his agonized mistress.
The trunks were already in; Mr. Sawyer
seated himself up in front—cracked his whip
—jerked out, “Glang!” and away they went.
The ride was good exercise to both mind
and body.
Arabella was obliged to exert
herself to the utmost to keep from pitching
out of the cart, and poor little I’et trembled
like a poplar leaf, and groaned bitterly.
They drew up at last, at Mr. Sawyer's
front door. Mrs. Sawyer, a black eyed

ination,” through

occupation

weather, with safe and pleasant medicines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
exposure to all

of everything about her person.
“Bight here,” pointing to a tall, antiquated
horse cart, with a board across the sides for
a seat—the whole concern painted a
flaming
red, with the wheels. “Climb right in over
the wheels. The hoss is jest as stiddy as a
sheep I Dont be afeard!”
“Goodness gracious!” cried Arabella, in
dismay, “you don’t expect me to get up there?
Why, I coulden’t do it to save my life!”
“Ho! you aint used to climbing, I guess.
Why my darter Bets would go right into that
wagin without touching a hand! Sam,” to one
of the crowd, “go in and bring out a shoe

before receiving her certificate of capability to
teach. It is well worth chronicling but space

nnippe

nose!”

He was dead when I picked him up. You'd
better sarve your’u so: I’ll finish him for you,
and welcome.”
Arabella clasped Pet still closer, regarding
Mr. Sawyer with a look of horror.
Oh wall, jest as you say. Of course 1
don’t keerl 'Spose you’ve kept school afore?”
“No sir this is my first attempt.”
“Hum! You don’t look much as if you’d
dotowdlop Jinkius boys; but then you’ve
got redish hair, which is a pretty shurc sign
of grit Come jump into the wagin. Where
is vour baggage ?”
Arabella pointed it out.
“The land
say!’’ ejaculated Mr. Sawyer,“what
do you calkerlate to have in them ere trunks ?
Must ’a brune yer bedding! Needn't ’a done
that; we’ve got plenty of comfortables in the
fore room closet. What have you got in that
box?” indicating a guitar-case; “itlooks like a
junk bottle with a long handle to it.”
“That is my guitar.”
“Glttar! land say, that is what my wife had
in her head, last year.
Stopped her nose up
so ’twas wuss than no nose at all! She took
snuff for it. Yes ’twas the guitar for sartin.
Same kind I’ll bet. She wont be willing for
you to bring it into the house, but you’ve got
it boxed up, ’twon’t be likely to do much
hurt.”
“Where is your carriage?” inquired Arabella, anxious to escape from the curious
glances of the crowd about the depot, each
one of whom had taken a
complete inventory

“Where ami to board?’ asked Arabella,
herself in the best rocking-chair in tincorner of the fore-room.’’
“Bound! that is the fashion here—You'll
•<*7 with me a week, and then you’ll go to
Peavey’s. I pity you when you get there!
Peavey’s folks is the awfulcst nastiest folks
on the footstool!
Mrs. I’eavey dont wash
her face nor her hands only once a week, and
then she only scares them with water! She
throws her dish water and ’tater peelius out
of the front door, and the hens is jest as much
to hum In her xeting room as they be in the
barn 1 Lawful hunt! there’s that apple sass a
biting all over the stove!”
And Mrs. Sawyer abruptly left the room.
We must pass over the interesting “exam-

♦wontw

and whistled.
‘T ain’t going to mind no sick red-haired
chit as you be!” exclaimed he—“not by two
chalks! I allers hated red-hair specially when
it went with a freckled face and a turned up

man, I knocked my dog over 1”
“Oh Mr. Sawyer how could you? Didn’t it
hurt him ?”
“I ’spect it did, but that warn't my lookout 1

Ben

ltnir nnmh SntA

Still our heroine kept her temper. She
reasoned, and remonstrated, and Bill laughed

yer lap, do ye?”
“Pet is my confidential com nan ion, sir; it
would have broken his heart to have been
separated from me!”
“Wall, ’twoulden’t ’a been no great loss 1
Did you know that dogs is taxed $1 a head ?
That's to help on the war, and as I’m a peace

marm

the

“And Allic Diggs eat up my turnover!”
cried the aforesaid Susan Grey.
“May I leave my seat ? I want some water,
yelled Susan Sykes.
“My nose bleeds! 1 want to go out, remarked Tommy Taylor.
“Sarah Jane Styles lias got my ingy rubbers
rubin her checks with ’em to make cm red!”
screamed Miss Patty Prin.wced.
Arabella was trying to get silence, when
the door opened, and in walked a full grown
animal of the grunting and smitling sjiecies.
Arabella screamed, and jumped for the
desk, tucking up her skirt, and struck at the
bristly quadruped with her parasol.
The children scampered from the house,
but Arabella w’as afraid to get down and follow them, lest she should he attacked by his
swineship which she took fora white bear!
At length Bill Jenkins appeared and drove
him out, and Arabella got down and went
to dinner. That afternoon Bill presisted in
talking aloud and whispering when he felt
like it. Arabella believed in governing by
love and kind words—so she tried the doctrine on Bill.
“William” she said kindly, “you are a flue
boy, and will make a good man.—Will you
plcasa to sjop that very annoying noise?'’
“No, I won’t please!” remarked Bill imitating her voice. “You told tw’o stories in
one breath! You said I was fine a boy and
should make a good man tain’t so! by jinky
taio’ti’and with that he let lly an apple core at
Arabella’s head, which hit Itsmark, and broke

Saturday morning site bade iter mother an
affecting farewell; and with Pet her lap dog,
and three immense trunks, was soon on her
way to Roselawn. She reached there just
before sundown. Amid the usual hurry, noise
and bustte, she was pul off, ami there site
stood among her trunks and boxes, her lap
dog in her arms, her parasol under her arm,
her reticule in her hand, and iter high-topped
bonnet half way off, and down Iter back.
The depot was a blackish building, about

trembling

sir!” returned

corner.

daughter’s project—but Arabella was pertinacious; and after a few days she yielded.
Arabella wrote to the “committee,” and received a note forthwith, telling her to be an
Roselawn depot the following Saturday alternoon, and Mr. Sawyer the committee would
be there to meet her witli his carriage.

a

“Ilold your tongue,

teacher.
Hill thurst out his lingual member, took it
betwen his thumb and finger, to the great
amusement of the whole school.
Classifying and assertaining names and ages
occupied most of the forenoon.
“May I go out, asked Bill Jenkins, rising iu
his seat.
“No, you may sit downl” said Arabella, her
patience fast giving out.
Bill seized his hat, and jumped .out ol the
window without ceremony.
“School marin, Susan Grey spit on my
dinner pail!” cried a small voice iu tho

through

in

on the high desk.
“Come to what ?” asked Hill Jenkins.

nity, rapping

Commute Roselawn,Vt.”
Miss Maud Arabella Whiling read the notice

to Iiis

some

too

weto

house.

Address,

CI TV or

experienced
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mail* detail!

$400,000

